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“Certainly, all human thinking and acting is often bound by time 

and subject to change. But if we set up a political party that is 

based only on time-bound requirements then such a party will 

be sterile and ephemeral. Especially parties or better, especially 

political parties need to be built in depth, if they are to have life. 

They need to build on eternal values.” 

 

Konrad Adenuaer 



INTRODUCTION 

 

Politics is the process to organise how we live together in 

a society. In a democracy, every citizen can participate in this 

process – by freely acceding information about political issues, 

by openly expressing the own opinion on public affairs, by 

formulating expectations, proposals or requirements without 

fear of repression, by voting in elections, by engaging in civil 

society organisations or political parties, or by standing up as a 

candidate in democratic elections. In this way, democracy is the 

“government of the people, by the people, for the people”, in 

the a famous words of Abraham Lincoln, president of the United 

States of America from 1861-65 

 

To fully meet all the requirements of a government ‘of the 

people, by the people, and for the people’, politics in a 

democracy need to satisfy certain conditions: 

 

• Politics require ideas and values that set the goals and 

standards of political organisation. Freedom, justice and 

solidarity are such principles that can guide the political 

organisation of any society. 

 

• Politics require social organisations that collect interests, 

aggregate, and communicate them to the political and 

governmental institutions. Political parties, but also business 

and workers associations as well as other non-governmental 

organizations of the civil society, are such organizations that 

collect and aggregate social interests. 

 

• Politics require institutions that collect proposals for the 

organisation of society, and then represent, discuss, decide 

and implement them. Parliaments and governments—which 

normally rely on political parties—are the most important 

institutions of politics in a democratic state. 

 

• Politics require active citizens who take part in political 

discussions with ideas, demands and expectations, and 

actively contribute to the functioning of political institutions. 

 

The Konrad Adenauer Stiftung (KAS) has always been 

campaigning worldwide for the promotion of human rights, 

democracy, its values and practices, as well as for the promotion 

of rule of law institutions and the principles of the social market 

economy.  

 

 

 

 



At present the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung maintains around 70 

offices worldwide with 80 official representatives from Germany 

and more than 400 people as local employees that help to 

conduct measures of political education and consulting.  

 

All these measures aim at contributing towards the development 

and consolidation of democracy. Within our programmes in 

nearly every country, consulting measures  

for the cooperation with and support for democratic parties form 

a focal point of our international activities, because in a 

democracy, most if not all citizens should be involved in political 

activities. However, a direct democracy where every citizens is 

directly involved in political decision is not possible within 

modern mass societies. This is why a modern democracy needs 

well-structured political parties that represent the will and the 

interests of the citizens as authentically as possible and offer a 

space for political engagement, in order to influence politics and 

political decisions.  

 

Without modern and democratic political parties, a modern 

representative democracy is not conceivable. Only the parties 

that ensure that citizens are permanently capable to act 

politically can be the voice of broad sectors of society. In 

contrast to citizens` initiatives political parties should not be 

related to individual or limited scope of issues, but to topics that 

are related to public order and the organization of society so 

that they can successfully act for their members and citizens. 

Therefore it is important to take a closer look not only on the 

political vision and ideas of parties for the society, but also on 

their internal organization, their way of leading internal 

discussions, debates and conflicts within and between different 

branches and groups of the party and of recruiting candidates 

and dealing with the involvement of their members which are 

crucial characteristics for a modern democratic party structure, 

especially, if the party wants to govern a democratic country.  

 

In this book the authors present political parties as central 

institutions of a modern democracy. The characteristics and 

functions of the parties, the basic element of their organization, 

their political and social context, as well as the problems of 

party democracy and the specific challenges faced by parties are 

main topics. The book also gives a brief overview of the political 

party landscape in the Republic of Kosovo and describes their 

ideologies and political coalitions. 
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Even though criticism of political parties is easy and most of the 

time very popular, political parties are indispensable for a 

democracy, but they will be able to fulfil their functions and 

duties and maintain their credibility only if they show in their 

own organization a clear commitment to democratic structures 

and rules and if they keep steadily working on it. We therefore 

hope that this book might be useful for party members and 

citizens who are generally interested in developing democratic 

societies.  

 

Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung 

Republic of Kosovo 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Political parties are a special form of social organisation. 

They should not be confused with associations, federations, and 

social clubs. A well-known definition of political parties comes 

from the American political scientist Antony Downs, who wrote: 

"A political party is a team of men seeking to control the 

governing apparatus by gaining office in a duly constituted 

election"1. The Italian scholar Giovanni Sartori, who has lectured 

for a long time at the Columbia University in New York and is 

internationally one of the most well-known researchers on 

political parties, defined a party as: "any political group 

identified by an official label that presents at elections, and is 

capable of placing through election, candidates for public office."  
 
 

Even if these definitions demonstrate some difference in the 

understanding of political parties, they all emphasize the 

participation in elections and the interest to gain public offices 

and mandates as essential elements that characterise political 

parties. They must meet certain criteria which can be 

summarized as follows.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Parties and Party Systems    



 
 
 
 

  A party strives to influence the formation of political 

opinion and aims to have a general political impact. The 

active influence of political opinion-making is aimed at a 

longer period of time as well as a wider region and should 

not be concentrated on a local level or a single issue.  
 

• A party is an association of citizens holding individual 

memberships, and shall have a minimum number of 

members, so that the seriousness of its targets and the 

prospects of success remain clear.  
 

• A party has to demonstrate the will to consistently take 

part in the political representation of the people during 

elections. It, therefore, distinguishes itself from unions, 

non-governmental organisations and other initiatives that 

do not want to carry any political responsibilities for 

larger sectors but only try to have selective influence, 

and that do not participate in elections.  
 

• A party has to be an independent and permanent 

organisation; it shall not be formed only for one election 

and cease to exist afterwards.  
 
• A party must be willing to appear in public.  
 

• A party does not necessarily need to win a seat in 

parliament, but it has to fulfil all the other criteria.  

 
 

Parties can therefore be understood as permanent associations 

of citizens that are based on free membership and a 

programme, and which are anxious to occupy through the 

path of elections, the politically decisive positions of the 

country with their team of leaders, in order to materialize 

suggestions for resolving outstanding problems. The 

means of elections implies the competition of at least two 

parties.  
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Parties not only strive to participate in the formation of political 

opinion. They also aspire to participate in the representation of 

the people in parliament. This presumes that parties take part 

in elections. A party's political contribution as well as its political 

"weight" is closely tied to elections. The will of the voters is of 

significant importance for the parties.  

 

Typical for parties is their "fighting spirit"—their readiness for 

political action and political confrontation—and their aspiration 

to takeover and retain governing power. This competition among 

parties is the instrument to gain political power and the whole 

organisation of a party is ultimately subject to this aim. Only 

those parties that participate successfully in this competition 

can obtain posts of political representation. This is also the main 

stimulation to participate in party activities and makes a party 

especially interesting once it is a part of a government.  

 

Even the less attractive opposition role offers interesting 

elements for active participation. Political parties are always the 

centre/ for debates and discussions about political reforms and 

political change. Those interested in politics will mostly find a 

party that reflects the own perception, may it be a party in 

government or opposition. Parties in opposition exercise an 

important function in a democratic system as a "watchdog" of 

government policy and as a political alternative in the future. 

Opposition may be considered awful, but it is essential for the 

functioning of democracy.  

 

Contrary to interest groups, a party is expected to express itself 

on all issues relevant for government. One expects parties to 

propose views on domestic and foreign policies, economic and 

social policies, and youth and civil policies etc. In order to meet 

these requirements, each party should have a programme, in 

which its fundamental positioning in various areas is retained. 

Furthermore, one expects a party to have a consistent 

organisation.  

 
 
 
 
 

 



1. 3.  

Within every society there are different opinions, needs, 

expectations and views over daily issues; likewise "big" questions 

on the social organisation, its norms and procedures also exist. 

Something like a common will of the people or a predetermined 

common good does not exist. In contrast, in every society there 

are rivalling interests that often collide very hard. In order to 

peacefully mediate conflicts, the formation of political views must 

take place in an open process of debate between different 

opinions. A minimum of common conviction is necessary. This is 

the common sense of democracy. It is based on the principle that 

each citizen has the right to represent his opinion and conviction 

in a peaceful competition of minds.  

 

This assumption of conflicting interests within every society, 

which in principle are legitimate, is called pluralism or 

"competition theory" of democracy. According to this theory, the 

formation of political opinion in the pluralistic society is achieved 

through an open process of competition between heterogeneous 

interests. Due to the diversity of opinions and social conflicts 

there is no perfect solution to problems. Decisions have to be 

made on the basis of consent and approval of a majority of the 

citizens. Nevertheless, there may be no "tyranny of the 

majority" that offends democratic rules and violates inalienable 

human rights. Even majority decisions may imply deficiencies or 

even injustice. Therefore, a distinct and constitutionally 

guaranteed protection of minorities on the one hand, as well as 

the recognition of voting or election defeat of the losing side on 

the other hand—provided that it is a (largely) free and fair poll—

are constitutive elements of this concept of democracy.  

 

Within the context of democratically managed conflicts of 

interests, political parties represent particular interests. Only 

once the contrasting interests are openly expressed and the 

parties accord other parties the right to represent particular 

interests too, and when the parties agree to the principles of the 

political game—for instance, if they agree principally on the  
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democratic constitution—then it is possible to resolve conflicts in 

a society and form political compromises in an appropriate 

manner. 

 

Of course, the freedom of parties must be ensured in the 

process. That means that the creation of political parties has to 

be free of political constraints. Nevertheless, there may be 

some limitations with regard to the creation of parties who 

openly reject the democratic constitution of a country. In 

principle, however, citizens must posses the right to create a 

party, to belong to a party and to express themselves freely in it. 

Freedom of parties also includes the notion that nobody can be 

forced to adhere to a specific party or to remain in it against his 

will—as was the case in some countries and still may be. The 

affirmation of the diversification of parties is a corollary of the 

recognition of pluralistic democracy.  

 

This competitive concept of democracy stands opposed to the 

vision of homogeneity, which supposes a uniformity of the will 

of the people. The French political philosopher Jean-Jacques 

Rousseau (1712 - 78) had created this vision that in theory 

denies the legitimacy of conflicts and defines democracy as the 

identity of the government and the citizens. This concept does 

not accept a for a plurality of parties. They are not regarded as 

legitimate, as they would inevitably falsify the "common will" by 

their particular behaviour. Deviations from the imposed and 

mandatory common good are not tolerated by this theory. 

However, it is obvious that this concept is characteristic of 

totalitarian states where the diversity of parties is banned and 

where the "common will" is defined only by a small ruling elite. 

Consequently, totalitarian states are identified with Rousseau. It 

should be noted that even Rousseau could not clarify how this 

"common sense" would be discovered and decided. We have to 

be aware that modern societies are characterized by a diversity 

of interests and world-views. They need political parties as 

central instances for the representation of this diversity of 

interests within the political system. 



 

To participate successfully in the political process and to 

contribute to the consolidation of democracy, political parties 

have to demonstrate certain capacities. In political science, these 

capacities are called "functions".  

 

Functions of political parties2  
 

• They articulate and aggregate social interests: Parties 

express public expectations and demands of social 

groupings to the political system (= function of political 

opinion-making).  
 

• They recruit political personnel and nurture future 

generations of politicians: They select persons and present 

them as candidates for elections (= function of selection).  
 

• They develop political programmes: Parties integrate 

various interests into a general political project and 

transform it into a political programme, for which they 

campaign to receive the consent and support of a majority 

(= function of integration).  
 

• They promote the political socialisation and participation of 

citizens: Parties create a link between citizens and the 

political system; they enable political participation of 

individuals and groupings with the prospect of success. 

(= function of socialization and participation). 

  

 They organize the government. They participate in 

elections to occupy political charges. Normally in party 

democracies, a good part of government authorities arise 

from political parties (= function of exercising political 

power). 

 They contribute to the legitimacy of the political system: 

in establishing the connection between citizens, social 

groupings and the political system, the parties contribute 

in anchoring the political order in the consciousness of the 

citizens and in social forces (= function of legitimating).  
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In modern societies, the process of political opinion-building is 

a polymorphic process: The mass media, social organisations, 

associations, citizen's initiatives, religious communities and the 

modern form of electronic communication via Internet, sms, 

Facebook, Twitter and other virtual communities exercise 

enormous influence on political opinions and political decisions. 

Nevertheless, political parties are still the principal agents to 

aggregate public opinion and represent it in the political decision- 

making process—and they finally also take the political decisions 

through their representatives in the parliament and government. 

By following the work of the parties, perceiving and evaluating 

its argumentation during political debate, citizens can orientate 

themselves politically through the parties. Furthermore, by 

engaging with a party, every citizen can exercise some influence 

on the political decision-making process.  

 

Besides its candidates, the political programme is the 

"merchandise" of a party, which it offers to the voters. The party 

programmes fulfil in particular two main functions: on the one 

hand, they shall articulate the interests of the population 

(parties as "organs" of the people) and on the other hand, they 

orientate and influence the opinions of the citizens (parties as 

"former" of public will; see also point 4.2.). With regard to the 

party programme the voters can evaluate if a party has 

sufficient sensibility for societal problems and if they are able to 

propose adequate suggestions for the resolution of problems 

and challenges.  

 

Oppositional parties have the function to criticise the 

government, control it and put up constructive alternatives. This 

function is of great significance for a democracy, because 

without opposition a government tends to drift towards 

complacency and presumptuousness and fails to search for 

alternatives.  

 

By fulfilling these functions, political parties are providing 

important services for the democratically organised society. 

The quality of the "delivery"—that is, the way they comply with 

their functions—contributes decisively to the reputation and the 

potential of the political parties.  

 

 
 

Parties and Party Systems  



 

The entire group of parties in a country forms the political party 

system. The party system reflects the pattern of relationships 

between individual parties in relation to each other.  

 

The composition of a party system results mainly from two 

factors. On the one hand it is the structure of social conflicts 

and interests. Classical conflicts are for instance those between 

capital and labour or those between secular and religiously 

oriented parties. On the other hand, the party and electoral 

laws also exercise considerable influence on the configuration of 

the party system depending on how liberal and free or restrictive 

the creation of new parties have been laid out and if the 

electoral system facilitates the representation of a larger 

number of parties in the parliament or not. Yet, in pre-

democratic times the existence of one party provoked at least 

the emergence of another party. Throughout history, party 

systems have in principle developed along social and/or 

ideological lines of conflict.  

 

Party systems can be classified by different criteria. Most 

frequently it is the number of parties that are fighting for power 

that serves as the criteria for the description of a party system. 

In this way, one can differentiate one, two and multi-party 

systems. In a "single-party" system only one party dominates 

and there is practically no political competition between parties. 

A "single-party" system is, as mentioned before, a contradiction 

in itself since a "party" should only be part of a larger group. 

Single- party systems are therefore characterised by the 

oppression of political competition and democratic freedom. "Two-

party system" means that two parties primarily dominate the 

political competition, while other, smaller parties only play a 

subordinate role. In a "multi-party system", more than two 

parties have an effect on the political competition.3  
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The existence of a two-party or a multi-party system depends 

on several different factors: political traditions, the development 

of political institutions, the socio-economic circumstances, and 

the relevance of regional cleavages, and ethnical or 

confessional conditions. The specifications of the electoral law 

can have a certain, but not decisive, influence on the 

composition of the party system. The majority voting systems 

(first-past-the-post-systems) rather favour the evolution of a 

two- party system (or a system comprising only of a few 

dominant parties), whereas a proportional voting system is more 

likely to favour a multi-party system. However, there is no 

distinct connection between electoral and party systems.  

 

The system of government influences the development of 

parties and party systems insofar as a parliamentary system 

offers more influence for political parties because the 

government emerges directly from the parliament, which is 

dominated by the parties. In a presidential system, it is the head 

of government—the president—who is directly elected by the 

people and thus its legitimacy is based not primarily on the 

parliament. In addition, he mostly exercises, beside the 

parliament, also legislative and other functions, and he normally 

has a right to veto parliamentary decisions or even has the 

authority to dissolve the parliament. So, at first glance, in 

presidential systems parties play a minor role. On the other 

hand, in presidential systems the separation of powers is 

usually more evident because the parties are not linked so 

closely with the government. In parliamentary systems, 

however, the identity and especially the relationship between 

the government and the ruling party or parties is greater. Even 

so, in a presidential system the president also needs the 

approval of parliament and a parliamentary majority. The 

relative independence from the government which the parties 

enjoy in a presidential system is of considerable relevance. The 

number of parties represented in parliament is only slightly 

influenced by the system of government. This is rather a 

question of social cleavages, eventually also the ethnic and other 

cleavages in a country, the structure of conflicts and interests 

and the electoral system.  
 
 
 
 
 

    



1.  

Likewise party systems, also the political parties itself can be 

distinguished by certain criteria. Such typologies help to sort the 

heterogeneity of social phenomena, in order to better 

understand it. To identify parties, one can consider the 

characteristic features in order to note commonalities and 

differences between individual parties.  

 

Parties can be classified according to a number of different 

criteria: according to their level of organisation, their socio-

political targets, the social classes that they want to represent 

and approach, or their positioning towards the political system. 

Some parties can be classified also by their names, which often 

express special socio-political objectives that the parties want to 

be identified with. By their names, parties demonstrate how 

they want to be perceived, and that means how they want to be 

classified. This confirms that the classification or construction of 

typologies is not a mere academic exercise, but part of the 

political competition of parties.  

 

The typologies emerged initially in view of the multi-party 

systems in Europe but can also be applied to other regions. 

Several typologies are introduced below.  
 

1.  

Electorate parties: such parties attach less importance to a 

large membership, but are particularly active in the scope of 

elections. The bond of the voters to such a party is usually weak.  

 

Membership parties: such parties seek a large membership, 

preferably in all parts of the country. Traditionally, it is usually 

the popular parties and labour parties that strive for a well-

organised party apparatus and a large membership ("mass 

political party"). At the minimum, this facilitates the financing of 

the party through membership fees.  
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With regard to the criteria of socio-political objectives, which are 

aspired to by political parties, one can distinguish between those 

parties that seek social or political changes in the frame of the 

existing democratic order and parties that strive for changes by 

radical, extremist or revolutionary means. The first group is 

composed of conservative, liberal, Christian democratic, social 

democratic, in-part socialist, and also parties that define 

themselves by religion or confession as long as they do not 

represent extremist positions. To the second group belong 

mainly extreme rightist or leftist parties and among those the 

communist parties, beside others.  

 

Conservative parties: such parties want to retain the 

"approved" order or restore it; they are sceptical of innovations 

and changes, for instance, with regard to the perception and the 

role of the family, and alternative models of life (for example, 

same-sex marriages). They also do not like the transfer of 

national sovereignty to supranational institutions, but they do 

acknowledge that traditional ideas, values and principles cannot 

be continuously maintained without moderate reforms.  

 

Liberal parties: such parties espouse the rights of individual 

freedom and emphasise the democratic character of the 

constitution. Traditionally, they are anti-clerical and mostly 

committed to a free market economy.  

 

Social democratic parties: such parties mostly emerged in 

close relation to the labour movement and their political 

concepts are based on social equality of the people; they assign 

the state with a strong regulating role in the economy and 

society.  

 

Socialist parties: such parties also emerged in close contact to 

parts of the labour movement, but they represent a more 

radical approach to achieving social equality; the abolition of 

private ownership of the means of production and a state-driven 

economy are central targets of these parties.  

 

 

 



Parties defined by religion are special forms of parties that are 

characterised by their social-political objectives. Worldwide, a 

vast number of parties are more or less strongly based on 

religious convictions. There are Christian or Christian 

democratic, Islamic and Hindu parties that establish their 

programmes on the values and standards of their religion or 

confession. This can lead to considerable differences in the 

political programmes and political objectives of such parties, 

depending on how individual parties consider their respective 

religion's stand with regard to individual human rights and 

individual freedom or to political democracy. The European 

Christian Democratic parties, for instance, are committed to 

individual freedom, social solidarity and justice, self-

responsibility of the citizens and a discrete role for the state 

under the supervision of economic and social actors.  

 

Extreme right-wing parties: such parties preach nationalistic 

ideologies, which are often inter-mixed with a vague ethnic 

ideology and possibly racist perceptions.  

 

Communist parties: such parties propagate the dictatorship 

of the proletariat and assume a predetermination of history. 
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6. 3.  
 

 

 

Popular parties: such parties attempt to consider the interests 

and needs of as many social groups as possible and therefore 

try to integrate as many citizens as possible of various social 

origins within their party rank and file and to aggregate 

different social and political aspirations in their programme.  

 

Parties of special interest: such parties feel responsible for the 

interests of a very specific group (a social, confessional, or 

regional group) and do not claim to be equally eligible for all 

parts of the population.  

1

. 

 

Parties conforming to the system: such parties accept the 

political system in which they are active and wish to either 

stabilize the political order or improve it gradually with reforms.  

 

Parties opposed to the political system: such parties do not 

accept the basic principles of their political system and pursue a 

change of the system, mostly with aggressive programmatic 

proposals.  

 

Political parties rarely correspond completely to one of these 

classifications. There are fluent transitions and mixed forms. A 

membership or mass party for instance can also be an "interest 

party" if it represents only the interest of a certain social sector 

or class (the labour class for example). Furthermore, other 

criteria are also possible: for example, government and 

opposition party, regional party, protest party, etc. Nevertheless, 

the classifications allow the identification of the typical 

attributes of a party, which is a relevant element in the process 

of political competition.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Ideologies and specific worldviews are of particular relevance for 

political parties. Ideologies are comprehensive visions of 

societies and social developments, which contain explanations, 

values, and goals for past, present and future developments. 

Ideologies inspire and justify political and social action. They are 

an essential element for political orientation. The term "ideology" 

has been and is still used mainly by leftist, communist and socialist 

parties to characterize their worldviews and political positions. 

Nevertheless, other streams of political thinking can also be 

denominated as "ideologies", like, for instance, liberalism, 

conservatism, nationalism or fascism.  

 

Sometimes, there are comments about a supposed "des-

ideologization" of politics. This refers to the fact that nowadays 

many parties are stressing their ideological roots less than their 

pragmatic approach with regard to social and political challenges. 

The above-mentioned concepts, however, make it clear that 

ideologies still are of considerable relevance for the 

identification of worldviews and political positions. We never 

reached the "end of ideologies" as has been proclaimed by the 

American political scientist Francis Fukuyama at the end of the 

Cold War. He supposed that liberal democracy would finally be 

enforced against all other forms of governance, and therefore 

all ideological debates could come to an end.4  

 

Those who are, or will become, politically engaged should know 

the different ideological strands. This is relevant not only for 

defining one's own political position, but also for evaluating 

other political positions and eventually for combating them.  
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IDEOLOGIES AT A GLANCE  

 

Ideologies focused on the individual 

person  

Liberalism, Neo-liberalism, Conservatism, Christian 

Democracy  

 

Egalitarian Ideologies  

Socialism, Communism, Marxism, Leninism, Stalinism, 

Maoism,  

Trotskyism, Euro-communism, Neo-Marxism, 

Anarchism  

 

Ideologies focused on the collective  

Socialism, Democratic Socialism, Social Democracy, 

Communism,  

Marxism, National Socialism  

 

Ideologies focused on ethnicity or nationality  

Nationalism, Zionism, Regionalism, Pan-Arabism, Pan-

Slavism,  

Fascism, Neo-Fascism, Clerical-Fascism, National-Socialism, 

Racism,  

Imperialism, Colonialism, Social-

Darwinism  

 

Ideologies focused on tradition  

Conservatism, Christian Democracy, Neo-

Conservatism  

 

Ideologies based on religions  

Christian Socialism, Christian Democracy, Clerical-Fascism, 

Islamism,  

Neo-Hinduism, Zionism  

 

Totalitarian ideologies  

National Socialism, Communism, Islamism, Marxism-

Leninism,  

Stalinism, Maoism, Pol-Potismus 

  

Other ideologies  

Green Politics, Ecologism, Internationalism, Cosmopolites, 

Pacifism,  

Republicanism, Humanism, 

Feminism  
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In order to be successful in the political contest and to have 

an effect on the formation of political opinion a party 

needs a permanent organisation. With regard to the 

institutional setup of a party there are different basic patterns. 

On the basis of an individual, meaning the direct membership of 

individual persons, many parties are organised in a decentralised 

form that is on the basis of local associations, according to 

residential areas or districts, or at least at a municipal level. 

Higher levels of party organisation usually follow the structure of 

the state. 
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• Base or Municipal committees (according 

to residential area or municipality)  
 

• District association or association of an 
electoral constituency  

 

• Regional association (according to 

Federal state, region or department)  

• National association  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The local party organisations are of particular importance for a 

stable and active party. Here, members can directly be politically 

active. At this level, they have the deepest contact with their 

party and politics in general. Local party organisations should 

conduct regular membership meetings, and support, promote 

and integrate (new) members. These should be invited to the 

party and district meetings and social events, as well as to 

discussions on local politics issues and local initiatives, for 

instance, residential redevelopment, road building or laying, 

schools, business settlements etc.  

 

The local or regional party organisations should have their own 

political conventions, nominate candidates for local or regional 

elections, coordinate the activities of the party at a local or 

regional level, and maintain contact with non-partisan 

organisations in the local context (like religious communities, civic 

or professional associations etc.) They should also develop their 

own local political positions (in line with the principal programme  
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of the entire party) and local government programmes. Finally, 

the members at the local level also conduct the campaigns for 

local, regional or national elections. 

 

The local organisational structures of parties contribute to 

authentic (party) politics, which are close to the citizens. 

Without them, members and sympathizers of a party would 

perceive leaders and other top representatives of the parties 

only from a very distant view. The local organisational 

structures are the "grounds of party democracy". Top politicians 

from the upper party levels, the parliament, or even the 

government should participate regularly in meetings with the 

local party organisations.  

 

The structure of the party at a district or county level should 

normally correspond to its structure at the higher party levels. 

In addition, at the district or county levels, there is usually an 

elected Executive Council, comprised of the chairperson, one or 

two vice-chairs and a treasurer (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). The 

next higher levels of party organisations (regional or national) 

usually have a secretary or general secretary, elected by the 

respective party convention. While party leaders, sometimes as 

a result of their numerous other activities as members of 

parliament, ministers, prime ministers or presidents, are acting 

more in a role of the "dignified part" of the party, the general 

secretary is the "efficient part" of a party. The general secretary 

runs, the party headquarters and the everyday party business; 

is responsible for party communications to the outside as well as 

the inside, and is also responsible for the promotion of 

programme discussions and the organisation of electoral 

campaigns.  

 

Democratic party laws require that the board positions at all 

party levels should be decided by regular internal party 

elections held at party conventions or congresses. This refers to 

the local, district or country as well as national party 

conventions. If possible, at the local organisational level, all 

party members should participate in the election of the local 

leaders. At other party levels, there may be a system of 

electing the representatives.  

 



The party conventions are formally the supreme decision- making 

bodies of each level of party organisation. The board members 

elect from among themselves an Executive Board, the Bureau, 

which is— on the regional or provincial and national level—the 

major power centre of the party organisation. Similarly, the 

candidates for political appointments and public offices (for 

example, candidates for parliamentarian seats, mayor, governor, 

prime ministers of regions or federal states, prime minister or 

president of the country) should also be legitimized by internal 

party elections.  

 

 

Parties should be led professionally and should be equipped with 

modern techniques of communication. The party headquarters is 

at the top of the party organisation. The basis for the party 

president and the party council is the party headquarters. This 

should have some "technical" departments that concentrate on 

certain issues to prepare the party's positions on actual themes 

of the political debate and to provide party members and 

representatives with information and arguments. Additionally, 

the party headquarters has to care about the communications 

and public presentation of the party. Last but not least, the 

headquarters has to organise and realize the electoral campaigns.  
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The communication and coordination of the party headquarters 

with the parliamentary faction and the parliamentarians is of 

particular relevance. In, the perception of the broader public 

audience, they are the most important representatives of a 

party and have decisive influence on its public image. In most 

countries, the regional party branches also have an important 

role. Therefore, permanent and fluent communications and 

coordination with the regional groupings is of equal relevance 

for a party.  
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Scheme of Structure and Organs of Parties  

 

There is no unique basic pattern for the organisation of 

political parties. In some countries, there are party laws 

that define some basic requirements which parties have to 

meet. Mostly, these particularly refer to the respect of intra-

party democratic procedures for the selection of party 

leaders and some general organisational elements. With 

regard to the composition of the party and its competences, 

there is a wide range of organisational solutions.  

The hierarchical organisation of a political party often 

corresponds to the administrative division of a country, i.e., 

the parties have local organisations, municipal or district 

organisations, provincial or regional organisations, and 

finally a national organisation. Numerous parties have, in 

addition, functional divisions, which are similar to the 

division of the three powers of the state: the intra-party party 

tribunal for the resolutions of conflicts (Judiciary), which can 

punish and even expel party members for acts that may 

damage the public image of a party; the general assembly or 

party conventions (Legislature); and the party executive 

(Executive). Some parties have, furthermore, an extended 

board with representatives of the subordinate party 

organisations. The structure of parties has been presented 

in the above diagram. Figure 1 exemplifies the complex 

geographical and functional division of a political party (not 

including intra-party associations and special party 

groupings). It also shows the paths of legitimacy within the 

party which corresponds to the principle of democratic 

legitimisation of leaders from the bottom to the top 

positions of the party hierarchy.  

 

Besides its general committees, many parties have other 

committees, commissions, technical committees and working 

groups for specific tasks; for example, for the discussion of 

programmatic questions (economic policy, domestic policy, 

foreign policy etc.) as well as for the participation of specific 

groups (youths, women, unions, local politicians, middle- class 

citizens, entrepreneurs, seniors etc.).  
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These committees play an important function for the inner life 

of parties and their external image. On the one hand, they 

complement or rectify the regional principle of membership and 

integrate members according to their specific interests, their 

professional qualifications or their social status. Within the party, 

these committees play a part in the development of technical 

capacities and the formation of political opinion. On the other 

hand, the committees contribute crucially to contact with a 

variety of social groups, to whom the contact demonstrate that 

their concerns are taken into consideration and are represented 

by the parties.  

 

In several countries, parties have promoted the creation of 

other organisations in their surroundings, which carry out 

political educative activities for party members and interested 

citizens and support the development of programmes and the 

parties' concepts through research and consultancy. The most 

well-known institutions of this kind are the political foundations 

in Germany.  

 

 

 

 

The members are the fundamental part of any party and its most 

important connecting link to the society. Modern and successful 

parties seek a large stem of members that preferably originate 

from large portions of social groups. The member strength has 

a direct effect on the formation of opinion inside the party. The 

direct membership of persons is nowadays the common way of 

membership in a party.  

 

However, there was and are parties with other regulations on 

membership. The basic units of communist parties for instance 

were often organised through corporate cells and according to 

the occupation of its members in companies and authorities. The 

British Labour party is the most famous example of partially 

indirect membership. Until the 1990s, the Labour Party had 

approximately 350,000 direct party members and another 

approximately 4 million "indirect" members of what were 

known as "affiliated trade unions" and other organisations.  

 

 

 

 

 



These members paid a contribution to the Labour Party and 

controlled 50% of the votes in party conventions. The members 

of a party have greater political influence than citizens who do 

not belong to any party. They can participate in the formation of 

opinion within the party, which might even be or become the 

governing party. A precondition for this form of participation is 

that the parties offer sufficient possibilities for intra -party 

discussions and formation of opinion.  

 

Even if inner- party democracy and formation of opinion function 

perfectly, not all party members will be able or willing to 

participate actively in all the important decisions of a party. 

Furthermore, at the local level, active participation and 

contribution to party work is mostly carried out by a smaller 

group of the members. These are mostly the "office holders" that 

occupy political positions in electoral mandates, having more 

detailed information as well as political (co-) decision-making 

power due to their mandate. Nonetheless, there are various 

options for active participation by "normal" party members that 

go beyond pasting billboards during election campaigns. Party 

members can inform themselves better on political matters and 

positions, and usually have easier access to party 

representatives and political office holders. They have the 

opportunity to take part in internal political discussions and can 

organise political forums themselves. Last but not least, they elect 

the party candidates for elections (Unfortunately, this is not the 

case in all parties, but in democratically organised parties the 

party members should really participate in the election of 

candidates!) and obviously, any party member should have the 

chance to compete for electoral mandates.  

 

Local politics has already been mentioned as the area where party 

members actively contribute most frequently and directly to the 

party organisation. Moreover, local politics are an important 

"learning environment" of politics, where party members qualify 

for higher positions.  

 

Parliamentarians and members of the government are usually 

the outstanding members of the party. This is the case at the 

national and local level. These politicians usually exert a direct 

and, in many parties, dominant influence. 

 

 

Management  
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Differences in opinion between mandate-holders and party 

leadership as such are quite frequent at all levels of a party. In 

cases of conflict, delegates and government officials can 

temporarily withdraw from party guidelines due to constitutional 

provisions (for example, the "independent mandate"). In 

political practice, however, this conflict is solved through the 

personal union of party and mandate. The leading 

parliamentarians and representatives of a government 

(whether they are ministers of a central government or mayors 

and directors of local authorities) are normally also present in 

the executive board and other leading committees of a party.  
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Parties with a large membership base have higher chances of 

participating successfully in the political contest, winning 

elections and exerting influence on the formation of political 

opinion. But how can parties gain new members?  

 

Many people are interested in politics because they know that 

their own living conditions are determined by it; they would 

therefore like to contribute and take part in decisions in a more 

direct way. Many of those people wait for the parties to 

approach them.  

 

Personal contact is the best way to approach politically 

interested people and to persuade them to join a party. A 

carefully prepared home visit that is conducted with politeness 

and discretion can facilitate the decision to join a party. The 

"promoter" should therefore bring along and introduce some 

party documentation: publications of the party (for example, 

the basic and most recent election programme), a letter of 

introduction by the party leader, a membership form and some 

advertising and other material of the party.  

 

Another form of attracting members is by the organisation of 

public events, presentations or public debates, celebrations on 

specific occasions, and cultural activities, where people can be 

invited that are expected to be close to the political position of a 

party.  

 

 

 



Public hearings on topics of local politics generally draw big 

attention and give a party the opportunity to introduce its 

political position and to gain new followers and members.  

 
 

Forms of integration of non-members in a 

party  
 

• Provision of regular and comprehensive information to 

interested non-members regarding the positions and 

activities of a party (condition: the party must know 

about those persons who are interested in its activities)  
 

• Participation of "freelance members" in working groups, 

project groups or commissions with voting rights, as well 

as the right for petition and the right to speak for such 

working groups at party conventions  
 

• Membership surveys on specific topics and decisions on 

political direction  
 

• Primary election of party leaders and candidates; 

therefore, all members shall be part of these personnel 

decisions through elections  
 

• Candidacy of non-members on party lists, which seems 

particularly possible at the local level  
 
 
 
 

Political parties should refrain from spending on expensive 

advertising campaigns to get new members or paying payments 

to "promoters". Experience shows that the relation between 

costs and benefits has an unfavourable ratio when a party tries 

to attract new members by advertisement. The payment of 

advertisers often leads to an attitude where both the new 

members and the advertisers are more interested in financial 

considerations than by the attractiveness of the policies and 

programme of a party. Only those parties that honestly tries to 

tackle specific problems, develop long-term concepts, rely on 

fundamental values, give potential members real perspectives 

for participation and offer a clear perspective to gain political 

power will be the most attractive. 
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The parties should give special attention to the data base of its 

members— and if possible they should also have a data base of 

interested citizens who are not members of the party. The 

correct management and update of the data base of its is of 

high importance, as it can be used for various purposes (such as 

distribution of political information, raising funds, and support in 

electoral campaigns). Besides the postal address, telephone 

number, email, Facebook or other communities, Twitter address 

and the profession of each member, additional information on 

the special interests of every member, his or her experiences in 

different fields and his or her membership in other organisations 

or associations should be included. This enables the party to 

specifically inform the members on particular topics and to 

mobilise them for political activities in their respective fields of 

interest.  
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In the modern mass democracy, the political parties, its leaders 
and members must constantly face new issues and questions 
and take positions in view of current day-to-day developments 

and social change. It is therefore indispensable that the parties 
take precautionary steps in order to prepare its representatives 

and members for new challenges and the assumption of 
responsibility within and outside of the party. This is the task of 
political education.  

 

Political education within the party is especially successful when 

it is directed towards the younger party members. The 

measures of training should comprise three areas:  

 

 Issues of political training  
 
•  Basic values and principles of the party  
 

• Understanding of the political issues (local, economic, and 

social politics etc.)  
 

• Preparation for political work within the party, and for 

taking on political functions in the parliament (political 

rhetoric, preparation of functions, handling of the media, 

membership promotion, conduct of election campaigns, 

and raising of funds)  

 

Management 



 

Many parties have a representative for inner-party training 

who is responsible of developing a coherent and continuous 

programme of political educative measures and to monitor its 

implementation. The participation of prominent party leaders in 

such educative measures contributes to awakening the interest 

of the members (and possibly the media, in case where such 

activities are open to public). These sorts of activities provide 

important impulses for the commitment in and for a party. The 

party leaders should therefore invest time and effort for their 

participation in such measures.  

 

In general, the educational work within a party can orientate 

itself on the following scheme:  

 

 
• Organisation of a coherent and continuous training 

programme  
 

•  Preparation of a training team  
 

•  Definition of training targets  
 

•  Development and composition of suitable material for   

the various training measures  
 

•  Selection of participants  
 

•  Planning of measures, and establishment of cost and 

flowcharts  
 

•  Appointment of lecturers and facilitators  
 
 
 

In various countries the parties have established specific facilities 

for political education.  
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Institutions for Political Training and Education Close to 
Political Parties  
 
In many countries, political parties have created special 
institutes for the political education of its members that 
regularly offers training activities for party members 
(including courses, seminars, special training workshops, 
analysis and publications). Such institutions include, for 
example, the Konrad-Adenauer Stiftung in Germany 
(www.kas.de), the Forum for Civic Development Fundacja 
Obywatelskiego Rozwoju FOR in Poland (www.for.org.pl/pl), 
the National Democratic Institute (NDI) and the Republican 
Institute (IRI) in the USA (www.ndi.org, www.iri.org), the 
Fundación Rafael Preciado Hernándezas (FRPH) in Mexico 
(www.fundacionpreciado. org.mx), the Centro Democracia y 
Comunidad (CDC) in Chile (www. cdc.cl) and The Youido 
Institute (YDI) in the Republic of Korea (www. ydi.or.kr).  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Party programmes fulfil different functions. The basic party 

programme constitutes the identity of the party and offers a 

general orientation to the citizens and voters on the guiding 

principles and ideas of a party. With its programme, the party 

justifies its existence and explains how it differentiates itself 

from others. The party programme illustrates the political 

ambition and basic values, demands and suggestions of a party.  

 

The party programme differentiates itself from other party 

documents such as the election programme, which contains 

specific suggestions and demands in view of a particular election 

and therefore has to be re- designed each time. A party 

programme has a long-term character. It does not refer to issues 

of an actual political debate. This has to be done by the electoral 

or special action programme, which are written with a short-term 

perspective for electoral or other purposes of actual political 

debates.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Any political party should dedicate special attention to the 

elaboration of its basic programme. It should invite the highest 

number of affiliates to participate in its elaboration or at least in 

its approval.The more the members get integrated in the process 

of the elaboration of the party programme, the better they will 

know and defend the basic party lines in public discussions.  

 

To elaborate or actualize its party programme, many parties opt 

to form a special commission that decides on the topics to be 

mentioned in the programme and elaborates a first draft, which 

may be presented to other party or expert committees. An 

advanced draft programme may be presented for discussion to 

all party members. If the new programme is finally discussed and 

approved by a national party convention, the party will reach a 

high degree of public awareness.  

 

Beside their general programmes, some parties also have 

special programmes or position papers that define their political 

views with regard to certain policies, including, for instance, 

economic policies, energy policies, policies for women, youths or 

families, rural policies, and cultural policies. A special aspect of 

the attractiveness of such programmes or position papers is that 

they may be developed with the participation of representatives 

of those sectors that they are addressing. This contributes to a 

stronger relationship between the party and these sectors.  

The electoral programme is designed with regard to a specific 

election and may contain proposals and demands with regard to 

the future activities that a party may develop after forming or 

joining a government. Electoral programmes have to be written 

before each election. Normally, they are written in close contact 

with the leading candidates of a party who are then responsible 

for putting forward their political views to the public.  

 

In many countries, a lot of parties do not put much effort into 

the development of a party programme and pay little attention to 

it, as they are mostly identified more through their 

representatives than through their programmes. Nevertheless, 

they should not underestimate the role of a comprehensive 

programme for the profile and identification of its members with 

the party.  
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The party programme reveals towards the party members and 

representatives, as well as towards the citizens and voters, the 

basic views of the party and it proves whether a party can 

actually translate social concerns into political suggestions and 

programmes. Every party should, therefore, attach great 

importance to the elaboration of a coherent programme. 

Moreover, the discussion on the programme of a party should 

take place in a longer time frame, with the purpose of updating 

the party programme, thus providing an opportunity to lead the 

programmatic debate internally and with other social groupings.  
 

 
 
 
 

“Good" communication is of central relevance for any political 

party. This involves communication with the voters and the 

society as a whole, as well as internal communication with its 

own members within the party. Only those parties with an 

efficient system of internal communication are capable of 

efficient external communication.  

 

The communication of political intentions and the search for public 

consent has always been a part of the main requirements for 

political leadership in democracy. Since the beginnings of 

modern party democracy, the conditions and manifestation of 

communication, however, have changed considerably. Today, 

there are quite a lot of new demands with regard to 

communication and public leadership. This refers not only to 

various aspects of so-called "media management", but also to 

different activities such as the guarantee of the "media capability" 

of major decision-makers, the strategic launching of information 

to the media or the adapting of the party apparatus to the 

dramatically intensified time pressure through the 

commercialised mass media. The changed expectations of 

democratic societies, which are bound to legitimacy, are just as 

important: The legitimacy of political power today is much more 

linked to communication skills than a few decades ago. 

Leadership rhetoric is in this context of particular relevance.  

 

 

 

 



 

The professionalised communication between political decision-

makers and the public has progressively grown into a power 

factor. Therefore, political power has been defined as a product of 

the capacity to influence public opinion and the capability to 

ensure one's own power position through smart and strategically 

favourable decisions.6  

 

The reach and effectiveness of media-transmitted messages 

have significantly increased. Politicians orientate themselves on 

the climate of political opinion; political VIPs communicate 

directly with the public by TV, radio, press, and new internet 

communities like Facebook, Twitter and other means without 

using their party apparatus. The connection to public relations 

agents (journalists, pollsters, and consultants) and the 

detachment from party organisations leads to a high rating and 

sometimes an over-rating of political marketing compared to the  

real programmatic party work. As a result, short-term strategic 

personal goals often dominate against long-term strategic 

organisational goals.7 This strengthens the leadership of a party 

and a parliamentary faction. But, at the same time, leaders and 

members at the subordinate level of the party organisation are 

losing their decision and participation chances.  

 

The changing communication patterns of the political elites, 

among themselves and with the population, demand media 

proficiency as a basic requirement of political communication in 

the media democracy. Under these circumstances, political 

leadership means "to constantly create majorities from various 

groups of interests. The objective rationality of the measures 

planned ahead together with the political communication and 

enforcement rationality applies. Political leadership is, therefore, 

often more pragmatic presentation than hierarchic 

management".8  

 

Leadership under the circumstances of media communication 

has "produced the new type of star politician. He distinguishes  
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himself by being 'entertaining' and 'inventive', 'quick-witted' and 

'funny', a 'winner type' and 'TV-pro', somebody 'that could host a 

talk show'. In this case, it concerns requirements for the gain 

of prestige and power through television. However, in view of 

their effective management capacities, these characteristics 

represent only peripheral qualifications".9 At most, these 

qualifications enable the star politician to generate public 

attention in certain situations. They represent, however, only a 

minimal share of those characteristics that are necessary to 

communicate and implement reforms. Those actors that rely 

only on these qualifications will soon have problems in 

maintaining their credibility. They will lose public attention as 

fast as they achieve it. Such actors "may give external lustre to 

the execution of power, but do not enable or secure it internally. 

That requires different qualifications."  

 

Reforms indeed require political actors that are capable of 

generating publicity and exploiting the attention strategically, but 

above all, they need political realists that bring along the 

persistence to also change structures, if these are not suitable 

anymore to solve the current problems. If the parties increasingly 

degenerate into a mere executive authority of top players and if 

they or the parliament or other legitimate institutions are 

deprived of power or are substituted by well-paid experts, than 

those institutions have only reduced capacities to initiate any 

reforms. Furthermore, people lose their trust in these structures 

(parties, associations, and even the media). Hence, political 

reformers have to find the courage to trigger processes of 

change in social institutions and to further implement those 

changes. Quickly levering these organisations only covers up the 

necessity, for intra-organisational change, pragmatic solutions 

are required!  

 

Social institutions cannot be misused as image-providers for 

individual politicians. In fact, democratic institutions should be 

used to transmit political issues. This requires communication 

that the people can identify with. However, the successful 

communication of reforms does not only take place in the 

minds of the concerned, but also in the democratic institutions: 

A successful government in a parliamentarian democracy 

requires, therefore, political leadership geared towards  

 

 



both the outside and inside of the party. It takes 

perseverance to comprehensibly communicate decisions to the 

people and to generate support from the institutions involved. 

The voters are wiser than public relations analysts, I suppose!  

 

The external communication can comprise everything on offer by 

modern mass communication and political marketing. Regular 

press releases and press conferences, and publication of bulletins 

and positions are the basics for party communication. The 

internet nowadays is of special relevance for modern party 

communication. The party website is a main source for 

communication and should be permanently actualized. The 

presence of political parties in modern internet communities like 

Facebook and Twitter is also indispensable in order to deliver 

their messages and present their leaders to the broader public. 

Regional party branches should have their own website to 

communicate issues of local or regional relevance. Visual 

platforms like YouTube should be used to disseminate the 

messages of the parties and to present their leaders.  

 

Beside that, the organisation of mass events like congresses 

and seminars are an important tool to deepen the contact with 

members and representatives of social organisation or local, 

regional and national opinion leaders. The presence of party 

leaders in television talk shows and the radio, and on Facebook 

and Twitter, are other important tools for party communication. 

As, relevant as all these forms of communication might be, it is 

without any doubt that the small talk of a "simple" party member 

with his neighbour, his colleague or his friend is a very important 

instrument for the daily contact and communication of a party 

with the broader society. This kind of external communication 

can only work as far as the intra-party communication is 

effective.  

 

Parties are a connective link between society and the state. In 

order to be elected and to formulate political demands capable 

of gaining a majority among citizens and voters, the parties 

must know the concerns of the society. Continuous contact with 

numerous social groupings and associations is thus necessary.   
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This contact, which is a result of the contribution or membership 

of party members in other organisations, should also be 

formally organised by a party in regular intervals at the local, 

regional and national levels. In doing so, a party sends an 

important signal towards social associations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One aspect is obvious: all the efforts towards optimal technical or 

individual communication will be useless if a party is not 

committed to political actions that create credibility and are 

oriented to the common good. Without long-term concepts and 

concrete contents, all communication efforts—even if exercised 

in a very professional way—will be perceived as an empty show.  

 

 

 
 

Internal party communication is as important as the extra-

party communication. Internal communication for a party is 

important not only to inform its own members, but also to 

represent party positions towards the society. This is a very 

relevant function of the "simple" party members. Therefore, each 

party leadership at the national, regional and local levels should 

try to build up an efficient communication system towards its 

members.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Within many parties, the internal party communication does not 

work very efficiently. There is a lack of regular information to the 

members with regard to actual political questions. But how can 

the party members represent or defend their party's positions if 

they are not sufficiently informed about them?  

 

Nor do they know about the special interests of their members 

or their participation in other organisations that could transform 

them into important party "ambassadors" towards such clubs or 

associations. Party leaders, therefore, should permanently 

endeavour to improve the intra- and extra-party communication. 

In this context, some activities are of special relevance:  

 

• Regular assemblies of the party members at a local level 

with the provision of information and discussion of relevant 

intra- party developments and decisions.  
 

• Planning and coordination of a yearly programme for 

communication between the different levels of the party 

organisation.  
 

• Election or appointment of a communication executive at 

all levels of the party organisation and efficient 

coordination between the communications executives. At 

the national level the general secretary and the special 

appointee for intra-party communication should be 

responsible for effective intra-party communication. At the 

regional level there should be appointees with similar 

functions.  
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• At all levels of the party organisation, periodic internal 

reports on important internal and external evolutions 

should be prepared. The reports shall be submitted to the 

next higher level in the party.  
 

• Publication of a membership information sheet or party 

magazine, which should be distributed among all party 

members. The coverage shall consist of current political 

topics being reviewed by the party, as well as information 

of important inner-party events; furthermore, a designated 

space should be given for party members to contribute to 

the discussions.  
 

• Continuous evaluation of the efficiency of internal 
communication.  

 

 

 
 
 

Intra-party democracy is necessary in order to increase the 

influence and contribution of the politically involved citizens in a 

party. A democratic state cannot be governed by parties with 

undemocratic structures. Legal guidelines exist, therefore, in 

many countries, obliging the parties to also respect democratic 

procedures in their inner processes. However, in reality this is 

often disregarded.  

 

In many countries, the constitution, or laws, obliges the parties 

to shape their internal processes according to democratic 

procedures. However, despite all such legal provisions the 

influence of "ordinary" party members is relatively restricted and 

the circle of members who are actually powerful and influential is 

usually rather small. The reason for this is the lack of interest 

among members to participate more actively. In other cases, 

the bureaucratisation of the party apparatus has resulted in a 

certain distance— if not alienation—between party leaders and 

party members. This is at least in part due to the particular 

nature of modern mass democracies that demands fast decision-

making processes, which in turn does not allow for long voting  



 

procedures within the parties. Nonetheless, experience shows 

that those who invest time and effort in party work can actually 

gain influence within the party.  

 

The Iron Law of Oligarchy  

 

In a classical work on party research, Robert Michels had, in 

1911, demonstrated the "iron law of oligarchy" ("Reign of a 

few").10 According to the research, every organisation 

inevitably brings forth a ruling class, which it cannot 

control effectively in the long-term. Accordingly, party 

leaderships and party structures also become more and 

more independent, given the advance in information 

technology and the increasing specialisation of politics. The 

accumulation of responsibilities and monopoly of power are 

symptoms of increasing oligarchy, which constitutes a 

problem for the democratic formation of opinion within a 

party. An improvement in democratic procedures and in the 

exchange of views can contribute to the removal of stiff 

party structures. 

 

The influence of local party committees on the shaping of political 

opinion and the decision-making processes of the party varies 

depending on the nature of the current problems. It is not 

everywhere that they have an influence on the selection of the 

parliament candidates. This, however, varies from country to 

country.1  

 

Many party systems worldwide deplore the lack of intra-party 

democracy, not least because of the decreasing numbers of 

membership. Many parties are now seeking to implement more 

attractive policies for their existing members and find incentives 

for non-members to join their party. One possibility is to open up 

towards non-members and to allow them options of participation 

at the lower levels of the party. Yet, experience shows that the 

activities of non-members in parties are rather few. There is also 

the risk that the individual political benefits of party membership 

will decrease if non-members receive the same rights and 

participate, for instance, in intra-party decisions on candidates.  
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In any case, the party bases should participate in intra-party 

decisions. Whether this is directly through member surveys and 

voting procedures or in an indirect form by delegates, each 

party should decide according to its own circumstances. Both 

ways are legitimate forms of intra-party democracy, even if 

nowadays the general tendency is more in favour of the direct 

participation of party members. It is important that the selection 

process of party leaders and candidates for elections respect the 

democratic criteria. Here, by principle, it should be applied as a 

"bottom up" approach; that is, any party or elected position is 

legitimized by the respective electoral body within a party. In 

most cases this is a party convention, which can be at the local, 

regional or national level. This mode of appointment equips the 

holder of an office to relate to potential rivals within the party 

and those of other parties with legitimacy. 

 

Respect of intra-party democracy means  
 

• Promotion of the participation of all members in the internal 

matters of the party.  
 

• Possibility for the members to voice their opinions within the 

party.  
 

• Possibility of participation for specific groups within a party 

(for example, women, youth, and middle-class people).  
 

• Tolerance towards different opinions as long as they are 

within the limits of the basic party programme.  
 

• Compliance with the rules and regulations for membership 

participation and decision-making processes within the party.  
 

• Respect of the party leadership towards the "ordinary" party 

members.  
 
 

Intra-party democracy also implies that the individual inner-

party group should able to voice their views and controversy to a 

large extent in public. A party should not shy away from this, 

even though open confrontation of differences in opinion and 

conflicts is at times believed to be a sign of weakness, little  
 
 



credibility and a lack of unanimity within the party in the mind of 

the parties and the voting population.  

 

In the extreme case, it is indeed possible that the different 

positions are so far apart that the energies of the politicians are 

ensnared and internal arguments interfere with the 

programmatic vision of the party. On the other hand internal 

differences do nurture political discussion. It might, therefore, 

also be a sign of strength when a party accepts the differences in 

opinions and does not choke them off due to the popular call for 

unity. As much as intra-party debates and controversies can be a 

demonstration of a vibrant party life, during election campaigns 

parties have to postpone their intra-party conflicts and present 

themselves with a unified profile. All party forces have to be 

concentrated on the electoral campaign. For competitors in the 

intra-party races, this means putting asides personal sentiments 

and respecting the vote for contenders. Nevertheless, 

frequently, the opposite can be observed. Those candidates who 

have lost intra-party competitions sometimes create their own 

political parties or electoral platforms, thereby damaging their 

relations with their old parties without necessarily gaining 

considerable personal advantages.  

 
 

 

 

Within parties, conflicts may occur time and again—because of 

different perceptions on political issues, as well as due to 

personal rivalries for positions and influence. These conflicts are 

inevitable and legitimate, but must be argued out in a correct 

manner. Within a party, there is always a concurrence of power 

and influence; this is part of everyday business. In the end, 

however, internal conflicts must be decided within the limits of 

democratic and transparent procedures. It is very important that 

everybody involved in such conflicts respects the democratic 

decisions of the party.  

 

In some countries, especially prominent party members, who 

might also have parliament mandates or occupy other public 

offices, have the tendency to leave their parties in cases where  
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conflicts are not resolved in their favour. This not only harms the 

party, but is also an example of bad democratic behaviour. After 

all, democracy means that one must respect majorities, even if 

the personal position is "only" the opinion of a minority. 

 

The formal body for the settlement of intra-party conflicts and 

disputes are the party meetings and conventions, where 

differences of opinion may be discussed and decided in a 

democratic way. The last instance to decide on disputes - but 

normally not political disputes - are the party courts which in 

some countries are required by law or are by the proper party 

statutes. These party courts ensure that conflicts can be settled 

first internally, and not before public courts. The party courts 

mostly have to deal with status disputes about membership and 

voting rights, the internal review of voting procedures and other 

procedural issues or sanctions against members whose 

behaviour are not in accordance with the party line and who may 

have violated the statute or the party's fundamental values.  

 

In addition to these formal forms of conflict resolution and 

mediation, parties often also apply "soft" forms of conflict 

mediation between rival groups and individuals. The best known 

forms are certainly the offering of power sharing by inviting 

rivals to certain offices. Illustrative of this practice is President 

Barack Obama's invitation to his inner-party rival Hillary Clinton 

to be his secretary of state. He also invited a cross-party 

recognised expert of the Republicans, Robert Gates, to be his 

secretary of defence. The old principle of "divide and rule" has 

not lost its relevance. It helps to protect one's own position of 

power and frequently offers for all involved parties a so-called 

"win-win" situation.  

 

Intra-party conflicts and intra-party ideological differences can 

also be attenuated by the invitation of rival intra-party groups 

and their representatives to the management level of political 

parties—where party leaders are able to establish a reasonable 

form of cooperation, leading to the benefit of the whole party. 

The same holds true of the efforts to integrate representatives 

of different intra-party groupings to a party council or other  

 

 

 

 

 



leadership positions. These forms of negotiated integration of 

rivalling groups into the party management have proved to be 

more successful than quota arrangements, which are more 

formalized and contested. Nevertheless, quota arrangements 

can also contribute to improving the representation of certain 

groups within a political party.  

 

Even though most constitutions all over the world stipulate equal 

treatment of men and women, women are under-represented 

worldwide in parties and political leading functions. In many 

countries efforts are being made to achieve stronger 

participation of women in politics. An intensified contribution in 

parties is a basic requirement for this purpose.  

 

In order to give women a larger space for political contribution 

and involvement, a statutory female quota has been set up in 

many countries with different regulations. Usually, the point is 

to reserve a minimum number of party offices and positions for 

women during elections. Experience shows that such quota 

regulations—where they work!—can in  

practice actually contribute to a higher percentage of women in 

politics.  

 

However, experience has also shown that quota regulations are 

often not put into practice, so the outcome is that there are no 

more women in the parliaments than before. Hence, there must 

be effort to ensure that the female quotas take effect and that 

there is an increase in the percentage of women in politics, i.e. 

also in parliaments. This is certainly a question of political 

culture that needs time to develop. 

  

Some parties apply quota regulations to guarantee certain 

minorities' appropriate cooperation within their rank and file. 

Policies to guarantee ethnic minority representation take place 

in two forms: candidate nomination quotas in political parties 

and legislative reservation. Legislative reservation includes  
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reserving seats for specific groups and only members of a group 

can vote for the representative of the group. 

 

This leads to a separate voters roll for the minorities. This 

system is not very favourable in a multicultural society as it 

undermines any incentive for political inter-mixing between 

communities. The participation of ethnic or racial minorities in 

legislatures often raises the questions as to what level these 

groups are represented in the parties and legislatures and to 

what extent they can influence policy and decision-making.  

 

There have been significant efforts among political parties to 

increase support by ethnic minorities. They are recruited through 

the establishment of ethnic liaisons units by political parties in 

order to increase the parties' profiles within the ethnic 

communities. This can play an important part in local elections 

because unless the ethnic minorities get their share in 

representation, no aspiring ruling party is going to get their 

support in return.  
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Political parties need financial resources in order to carry out 

effectively their functions in the spirit of fostering the democratic 

society, to acquire expertise, to develop their programmes and 

distribute them, to maintain a stable organisational structure, to 

cultivate communication with the members and, last but not 

least, to conduct electoral campaigns. In the ideal case, this 

financing should enable the parties to carry out their tasks 

without being financially dependent on one interest group or 

person.  

 

Since the necessity of parties for the democratic system is 

undisputed, many democratic countries have financial 

government support for parties. This support can take the form of 

direct grants from the treasury (usually as a refund for election 

campaign expenses) or the form of indirect support through tax 

deductibility of donations for parties.  

 

Means of finance  
 

• Membership fees is the least controversial source of income. 

The fees are a sign of the bond between members and 

their party. The membership fees are not only an important 

financial source but also an expression of affection to a 

party. Unfortunately, the poor members of a party often 

cannot afford to pay a fee. And if there are malpractices or 

misuse of the party funds, there is even less willingness to 

pay any fee. Therefore, the political parties should give an 

account of the use of the membership fees (as well as of 

other income) in a transparent form. Even in poor 

countries, parties should try to collect some small fees 

from their members—but they also should offer some 

service in return. Where there is no way to collect fees in 

the form of money, there is always the possibility of 

collecting "fees" in the form of some services for the party.  
 

• Financial contributions of parliament members and similar 

regular dues of officials from the parties; these persons 

contribute to the party beyond their membership fees, as  
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they owe their mandates or positions in the public 

administration, etc. to their party. 

 

• Revenues from capital, events etc.; some parties own 

businesses (for example, print houses for the 

distribution of party documentation and party brochures 

etc.) or carry out other activities from which they 

generate revenue. In principle, they should officially 

account for their entire revenues from such activities and 

for their capital.  
 

• Donations are the most controversial public source of 

party financing. This is especially so for big parties that 

obtain an important portion of their revenues through 

donations. The concern is that major donors from the 

economy could try to exert political influence along this 

path. This would contradict the principles of democratic 

equity.  
 

• Loans are an important but problematic source of 

financing of political parties. Loans will lead to debts, and 

for many parties indebtedness represents a serious 

problem. It is not easy to reduce the debts by legal 

means. If possible, political parties should avoid this 

source of financing. In any case, they should officially 

account for their liabilities towards credit institutions.  
 

• Refund for election campaign expenses. This is a common 

practice of public party financing. The refund of election 

campaign expenses is usually tied to the election results 

of a party.  

 

 
 
 
 

  



g3: Resources for political party financing  

Principles of party financing  
 

• The parties shall annually and officially account for their 

finances, especially in cases where they receive public funds.  
 

• Membership fees should be a major part of a parties' 

revenue. Membership fees not only has a financial effect, but 

also improves the identity and obliges the party leadership 

to be transparent towards their own members.  
 

• Government contributions to parties should respect the 

principle of equal opportunity, as well as the impact of an 

election, which is expressed by its election results.  

 

• The total annual volume of government contributions to 

parties should be fixed.  
 

• With regard to government contributions to parties, the 

volume of donations to a party should be considered.  
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• The limit of tax deductibility for membership fees and 

donations should be fixed as low as possible.  
 

• From a preferably low limit onwards donations to parties 

should be made public.  

 

Raising funds for the parties  

 

Public financing of parties should neither constitute the only nor 

the main source of income for parties. Hence, the parties have 

to develop the ability to generate proper means of income. This 

is a central task for every party and, therefore, has to be 

sufficiently considered when structuring and allocating tasks 

within a party.  

 

In order to raise funds, a strategy is necessary, and this should be 

developed by the treasurer of the party. He shall direct and 

coordinate all activities to raise funds; furthermore, he should 

coordinate with the regional and local treasurers of the party. At 

all party levels, there should be an official for finances (a 

treasurer) who is responsible for raising funds.11  

 

The raising of funds shall be conducted through a strategy. The 

following measures have, amongst others, proven successful:  

 

•  Personal pleas for donations that are carried out by leaders 

and members or by other people close to the party.  
 

• Personal letters soliciting donations from members and 

other people.  
 

•  Convocation of a committee for funding means.  

 

• Organisation of specific events (celebrations, summer 

parties, thematic events) that can also be used to ask for 

donations.  
 

•  Calling people to solicit for donations.  
 

• Home visits to members, corporations and people, from 

which a donation is expected.  

 
 
 

 



 
 

As for attracting new members, personal contact proves to be 

the best method for soliciting donations. Necessary for this, 

however, is a well- managed register of members and 

sympathizers, which allows advertisers to target potential donors 

in person. Impersonal mass letters usually produces costs with 

no effect. Donations can also be provided in the form of voluntary 

work by helping to organise events and information evenings, so-

called "street canvassing" during election campaigns, or by 

providing meeting rooms for parties.  

 

It is especially important for cash donations that the parties 

explain to the donors what purposes the donations are used for. 

This is a question of transparency and it generally increases the 

willingness to donate. Parties should also appreciate donations 

appropriately, for example, by a personal letter of thanks, small 

gifts, so-called "giveaways" such as pens, notepads or USB sticks 

with the party logo, and general information about the party. 

However, parties must be careful not to waste their resources by 

giving generous awards. All measures associated with the raising 

of funds must comply with legal regulations and should respect 

the principle of transparency.  
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From its origins in the 19th century, political parties were 

originally civil society organisations. n particular, the 

(Western) European parties emerged as an organised 

expression of social and political conflict. The liberal, 

conservative, rural, and the Social Democratic organisations 

tried to reaffirm their positions in and through party 

organisations. Through participation in elections, representation 

in parliaments and participation in democratically elected 

governments, they sought to implement social and political 

reforms. By their origins but also by their parliamentary 

orientation, and the desire to achieve public office, until today 

the political parties are positioned between civil society, 

parliament and government.  

 

In a certain way, political parties can be considered as political 

organisations of the civil society that aggregate the interests of a 

particular group (or several groups), articulate and represent 

them. Through participation in democratic elections, they are 

anxious to present these interests to the representative and 

formal institutions of politics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Parties normally are founded in two ways: by social elites who 

gather around them a group of influential supporters to defend 

their positions, or by citizens who seek the support of like-

minded people to achieve political or social change. In the first 

case, it is more a top-down approach to party building, as has 

been the case with the first liberal parties, which were based on 

loosely organised election committees applying for 

parliamentary representation.  

 

These ways of creating political parties are not only typical in the 

history of Western European parties in the late 19th Century. The 

reform movements in the former communist countries of Eastern 

Europe, like "Charta 77" in Czechoslovakia, "Solidarnosc", the 

trade union and social reform movement in Poland, or the 

democratic citizens' movements in former East Germany, such 

as the "Initiative for Peace and Human Rights", the "New Forum" 

and the "Democratic Departure", arose from civil society and 

were later formed into political parties or joined existing parties.  

 

Since the 1990s, in the context of growing general criticism s on 

political parties by social activists but alsand oby social 

scientists , there started an intense international debate over 

the concepts of representation and participation. There was a 

general perception of a crisis of democracy, focused on a crisis 

of representation and institutions and not least of the political 

parties. In the context of this debate, the extension of direct 

participation appeared to be a cure-all measure to replace the 

unsettled fundamentals of representation. Civil society 

organisations like local citizens' initiatives or "new social 

movements" (peace-, women-, and environment-movements) 

became a new challenge for the parties given their inability to 

solve existing problems and due to the demobilisation of their 

members.  
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.The number of such initiatives and movements, in many cases, 

so-called "single-issue movements", has increased significantly 

over the last two decades. In some countries new political 

parties have been formed that concentrate only on one or a few 

issues (anti- immigration parties, "internet parties" etc). In many 

cases, the traditional political parties have integrated the new 

issues, like protection of the environment, alternative energies, 

and sustainable development etc. These issues nowadays are 

part of the programmes of the established parties. On the other 

hand, some of the new social movements have taken over the 

functions of the parties, mainly the articulation and 

representation of social interests.  

 

In recent years, however, there have been signs of disillusion 

concerning the possibilities and capacities of civil society 

organisations and an increasing consent about the necessity to 

reach a reasonable balance between representation and 

participation. It has been proven that mass democracy can 

only function in the form of representative democracy and 

that the parties are in the end the only institutions that are 

legitimated by their participation in general elections, justifying 

their representation and legitimacy through their participation 

in these elections. Civil society organisations usually are not 

able to prove their real representativeness (unless they are 

associations with a clearly defined clientele). They also lack the 

necessary structures, processes, experiences and also personnel 

to execute the additional classical functions of political parties, 

like legitimization, selection of candidates and, most important 

of all, democratic government. Civil society organisations can 

not substitute the political parties.  

 

Nevertheless, it should be emphasised that civil society 

organisations offer an important contribution to the political 

process and to the stabilisation of democracy in each society. 

The higher number and increased importance of civil society 

organisations all over the world prove that practically 

everywhere a significant proportion of citizens wishes to take 

part in political processes. But even in the area of civil society 



organisations similar tendencies as for political parties can be 

observed: traditionally strong institutions like the labour unions 

are nowadays weakened; the multitudeof organisations is not 

necessarily proof of stronger influence, but an indication of 

their fragmentation; many of those organisations are neither 

transparent nor do they respect the democratic rules in their 

internal procedures; they are usually rather weak in terms of 

organisation and rarely accomplish long-term relations with 

their members; identification with them is often ephemeral. 

Thus, the demobilisation of the parties is only partly 

compensated by the civil social organisations.  

 

The civil society organisations may carry out certain functions 

that also apply for parties. However, they cannot fulfil the most 

important function of the parties: participation in general 

elections, which not only provide to the parties their share of 

political power, but also ensures their representativeness. In 

contrast, the real representation of the civil society organisations 

remains unclear even though they are able to move big crowds 

for specific occasions. Social organisations can only prove their  

real backing within the society if they transform into political 

parties.  
 

 

Interest groups are a specific form of organized civil society. 

They organize and articulate the social interests of individual 

citizens, social groups or other social organizations such as 

businesses associations or trade unions. In the context of 

institutional policy-forming and decision- making structures they 

exercise the functions of interest articulation and mediation. 

They carry out similar functions as political parties. However, 

their focus lies on a specific sector, in contrast to the territorial 

and political generalized representation basis of the parties.  

 

Interest groups are characterized by specific organizational and 

functional characteristics and specific patterns of relationships 

with other actors in the political system, state institutions, the 

media and, last but not least, the political parties.  
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Even if interest groups perform some of the functions of parties 

they can be distinguished from parties by three major features:  
 

• They do not involve themselves in political competition 

for parliamentary seats.  
 

• Their missions, objectives, programmes, activities and 

areas of interest are usually limited to specific issues or 

concerns of particular social groups, while parties 

generally aim for a more general design and the 

functions of the representation or integration of 

different social groups.  
 

• They are more connected with the groups whose 

interests they represent. For example, business 

organizations are guided by the interests of its member 

corporations and their representatives; trade unions 

represent workers' interests in the forefront of their 

actions, which concern mainly the areas of wage-

bargaining and working conditions; other organisations 

focus on social or cultural issues or environmental issues, 

like welfare associations which focus on the production of 

social services.  
 

Interest groups are thus by no means homogeneous, but differ 

not only according to their areas of interest, but also upon their 

size, structure, power bases, potential impact, strategies etc.  

 

The political relevance of interest groups is as varied as the 

range of associations. However, within certain associations the 

attempt to influence policy debates and decisions is a key part of 

their purpose. Generally, associations try to influence certain 

parties, political debates and decisions in their favour. This may 

be legitimate in principle, but it can especially stress the 

balancing of interest of the society as a whole with sectoral 

interests, especially in such cases when powerful interest groups 

employ their resources—money or the ability to mobilize large 

masses— to influence political decisions in their favour.  

 
 

 



Parties are usually permanently addressed in associations 

organized interest claims (especially when they participate in 

government). At the same time they themselves act as 

stakeholders in policy-making process of other parties. By 

exercising different functions, parties and associations are, in a 

certain way, subject to common conditions of action. The 

relationship between associations and political parties depends 

on the role an individual party is playing in its political system.  

 

Between the parties and interest associations exists a 

relationship of mutual dependency. The associations need 

access to the parties to get a direct link to the policy 

formulation process, while the parties are supported by the 

associations in elections. In addition, the associations have the 

opportunity, quite early in the legislative process, to influence 

the ministerial bureaucracy, which in turn by itself depends on 

information from the associations. Also, in this regard, there are 

mutual ways of interdependence.  

 

The possibility of achieving significance is determined for 

associations not just by their own organizational capacity but 

substantially by their ability to represent interests also through 

conflicts. They can organize strikes, for example or exercise 

other forms of pressure. The effectiveness of such threats is 

subject to certain constellations in the political system. For 

example, if a change of party preference in a narrow majority in 

parliament can be threatened, this increase the influence of 

interest groups.  

 

The influence of the associations on political decision-making 

processes must be monitored closely and is a continuing topic of 

political science analysis. In Germany, for example, where a 

large number of associations exist, many fear that the "power of 

the associations" means a threat to the sovereignty of the state. 

These fears turn out to be largely unfounded. Empirical studies 

on the formation of certain laws came to the conclusion that in 

the legislative process there was no evidence of the influence of 

any single dominant individual interest group. Nevertheless, in 

Germany, as in many other countries, the legislative process is 

directly affected by the influence of individual associations in  
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their respective policy areas. In many cases, big business 

associations exercise more influence than smaller ones.  

 

Politicians should be aware of this issue. Because of the special 

relationship between political parties and associations, there is 

always the problem that sectoral interest may overwhelm 

societal interests. By organizing politics and the political system, 

the relevant rules concerning the actions of associations should 

observe strictly the demand for transparency.12  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Government  



 

 

 

 

A political party has achieved its primary goal when it 

gains parliamentary representation, or even participation 

in the government. It has almost "made it": its 

representatives are sitting in parliament, possibly even 

exercising governance; for a fixed term the party exercises 

power, enjoys the privileges linked to political power and may 

finally distribute favour to its clients. From a policy-oriented 

perspective, however, only with the successful entry into 

parliament does the "real" work start. Depending on how many 

parliamentary seats a party wins, it is now about to forge 

coalitions, coalition agreements or arrangements, work out a 

government programme and  face countless problems and at 

least solve a substantial part of these.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Elections decide how the parties are represented in the national 

parliament, in the regional parliaments and in the local 

chambers respectively. At least in principle,  the  faction  

(parliamentary group) tries to carry through parliament 

whatever a party proclaims to represent. The success of these 

efforts is very much dependent on how big the faction of a party is 

in parliament, and therefore, how high its proportion of 

mandates is and whether it constitutes the government or 

opposition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



The government needs a parliamentarian majority and that is 

why the government and the joint forces of parties in a 

government coalition work closely together. In contrast, the 

opposition parties keep a check on the government and present 

constructive alternatives to the projects of the government and 

the government parties. In the classical model of separation of 

powers, there is a clear distinction between the executive 

(government) and the legislature (parliament). In practice, 

however, this model does not function in terms of a strict 

separation of both organs, but rather in the sense of an 

interleave or a separation of tasks. This is especially valid for 

parliamentary governmental systems, where the executive 

branch depends highly on the support in parliament. Between 

government and parliament, which means the majority of 

government supporters in the parliament, there is a mutual 

interdependence, which also forces a high level of consent and 

unity. Without this unity, it is nearly impossible to have 

effective governance. Every government must therefore strive 

to achieve a broad and stable majority in parliament, usually in 

both chambers of parliament, if there is a bi-cameral system. 

This also applies to the governments of regional or local 

assemblies.  

 

Only the parliamentary opposition has an interest to corner 

the government. A governing party in contrast usually refrains 

from criticism towards "its" government or expresses criticism 

on questions of detail and in the context of discussions on 

pending projects. In most countries, there are regular 

coordination meetings between the floor leaders of the 

governing parties, the chief of government and members of 

cabinet for coordination between government and parliamentary 

factions and for the preparation of voting procedures in the 

parliament. Parliamentarians of governing parties are often 

better informed on ongoing projects by their informal contacts 

with members of the government.  
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The representatives of the respective parties constitute the 

factions in parliament. Party and faction leaders usually form a 

tight-knit group and are united through fundamental political 

convictions. Although tensions can occur, the factions usually are 

assertive to bear up to any contrasting party opinions. Sustained 

conflicts between a party and its faction occur only in rare cases. 

The floor leaders (leaders of a parliamentary group or faction) 

usually have a major influence in their party. Beside their 

parliamentary tasks, they also have to contribute to mitigating 

tensions between the party and its parliamentary faction.  

 

Solidarity and discipline within a faction are necessary and 

legitimate. However, a permanent obligation for all the 

parliamentarians of a party to obey their party whip cannot be 

exercised. Most democratic constitutions in the world guarantee 

the "free mandate" of the parliamentarians. Likewise line whips, 

"orders" or "instructions" from a party to its parliamentarians are 

unconstitutional. In the past and until today, it is mainly 

communist parties that have exercised such coercive measures 

towards their members of parliaments. In these cases the 

parliamentarians are the real "soldiers" of their party.  

 

Yet, the limits between discipline in a faction and coercive 

measures are rather blurred, even in democratic parties. If a 

parliamentarian aspires to stand again as a candidate in 

parliament, he will support the course of the faction in order to be 

considered in the candidates list and to be supported by the party 

in his campaign. The work of the parliamentarians in the 

plenary assembly, in the committees and in other panels of 

parliament is in most countries essentially characterised by the 

political orientation of a party.  

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

 

 

Political parties need strong political leaders. Besides all 

the efforts regarding their organisation, political strategies, 

communication and programmes, indispensable for lasting 

success, political parties need to have appropriate political 

leaders to be attractive for the population and the voters. 

Political leaders guide the process of forming political opinion 

and decision-making and provide these decisions with legitimacy.  

 

Since ancient times, political thinkers are concerned with the 

question of the necessary qualities of a "good" political leader. 

These ideas evolved from Plato's "philosopher kings", to 

Machiavelli's pragmatism (all is acceptable that serves to win and 

retain power), to modern theories on elites and concurrence, 

developed by the so-called Italian school of sociologists like 

Vilfredo Pareto and Gaetano Mosca, which arose with the advent 

of mass politics. Here, these different perceptions of political 

leaders can only be mentioned but not explained in a broader 

form.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



In democracies, political leaders are empowered through 

elections to conduct the process of political opinion-building and 

decision-making. To what extent they are able to use these 

capacities depends on the political circumstances. The governing 

system matters, (if it is a presidential or parliamentarian system), 

as does the character of the government, whether it is sustained 

by one party or by a coalition of parties, or the form of the state, 

whether it is a unitarian or a federal state etc. Also, the strength 

(or weakness) of interest groups such as trade unions or 

employers' associations and the role of the military are factors 

that influence the form and capacities of political leadership. 

Regardless of these circumstances, political leaders should, 

ideally, demonstrate certain capacities. Some of them are listed 

below.  

 

Capacities of political leaders 

 
 

• Ethical and moral principles, as well as clear political 

targets hat lead their actions (and which have to be 

transparent in a democracy). Honesty and credibility are 

two main characteristics for leadership as is responsibility 

to the citizens.  
 

• Political expertise to be able to assess and evaluate 

political issues important for the political process and its 

political and social consequences.  
 

• Management capacity in order to lead a big organisation 

and a clear understanding of prevailing circumstances 

so as to be able to adapt properly to face new challenges 

(even better is the capacity to anticipate changes).  
 

• Empathy, and in the best case charisma, in order to 

convince and gather the support of the people for 

political decisions that are in the process of 

implementation or have already been made.  
 

• Personal factors also play a role, such as knowledge of 

human nature, practical reasoning, personal contacts, 

communicational skills and a strategic approach, ablility 

to take quick action and being patient etc.  
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These characteristics are the main requirements to lead 

internally—this means the own party—as well as externally—to 

gain the support of the citizens and voters and to execute 

political power.  

 

Political leadership includes much more than knowledge and 

functional control over the legislative procedure; in particular 

political leaders need to exercise the "continuous and long-term 

pursuit of political concepts on the one hand and the integration 

and conviction of political institutions  

and citizens on the other."13  

 

At the same time, political leadership requires flexible 

adaptability to complex "voting markets".14 The strategic 

margin for the parties has increased, as various groups of voters 

have to be approached. As a result of this, political leaders are 

required to be flexible with regard to political contents—but 

without giving up the core positions of their party, as this may 

deter its traditional voters.  

 

The issue of political leadership reappears time and again—not 

least in times of globalisation, which has considerable effects on 

the organisation of national politics and therefore also on 

national political leaders. In general, one can observe that the 

need for leadership has apparently increased internationally. This 

is a consequence of the diverse pressure of problems that liberal, 

representative democracy is exposed to. This has proven itself 

once again during the economic crisis of 2008/09. In such 

situations political leadership is required to take decisions with 

democratic responsibility.  

 

However, it is not only the increase of political, social and 

economic pressure that resurrects the call for political leadership. 

Through its effect of personalisation, the mass media also 

contributes significantly to the evaluation of individuals in 

possession of top positions in the party or government, which 

they portray as the main decision-making actors.  

 

The media's interest in personalisation benefits from the 

evaluation of individuals in possession of top executive political 

positions. This is particularly related to the increased need for 

 
 
 
 

 



coordination among the executive in sectoral politics. Externally, 

it is mainly due to the formation of a system of international 

summit diplomacy.  
 

 

The role of political leaders has been discussed over and over 

again in philosophy, political science and historiography of very 

different cultural backgrounds. The sociologist Max Weber, who 

studied this topic in detail, especially focused on the ethical 

dilemma between the "ethics of ultimate ends" and the "ethics 

of responsibility" that political leaders face time after time. The 

"ethics of ultimate ends" refers to a political behaviour which 

concentrates exclusively on the ethical and moral positions of 

the actor, without taking into consideration the consequences of 

political actions based on such a behaviour. In contrast, the 

"ethics of responsibility" considers a political decision also with 

regard to its ethic and moral consequences. Max Weber comes 

to the conclusion that the modern democratic political leader 

shall not be guided by the "ethics of ultimate ends" but by the 

ethics of responsibility. Responsible politics require an instinct 

for power and a sense of responsibility and proportion, but also 

passionate dedication to a self-imposed supra-personal matter 

and, furthermore, the charisma to be able to satisfy the 

emotional needs of the followers.  

 

"Politics is a strong and slow boring of hard boards. It takes both 

passion and perspective. Certainly all historical experience 

confirms the truth— that man would not have attained the 

possible unless time and again he had reached out for the 

impossible. But to do that a man must be a leader, and not only a 

leader but a hero as well, in a very sober sense of the word. And 

even those who are neither leaders nor heroes must arm 

themselves with that steadfastness of heart which can brave 

even the crumbling of all hopes. This is necessary right now, or 

else men will not be able to attain even that which is possible 

today. Only he has the calling for politics who is sure that he 

shall not crumble when the world from his point of view is too 

stupid or too base for what he wants to offer. Only he who in the 

face of all this can say 'In spite of all!' has the calling for politics." 

(Max Weber in his famous essay on "Politic as a Vocation").15  
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Nelson Mandela's Lessons of 

Leadership  

 

Nelson Mandela was a prominent 

militant against the apartheid 

regime in South Africa and 

therefore had to spend 27 years 

in prison. After his release in 

1990 he was elected president of 

the Republic of South Africa (1994 

to 1999). His experience as a 

political leader has led to some 

lessons, which has been collected 

as "Mandela's 8 Lessons of 

Leadership":16  

 

 

 
 

1.  Courage is not the absence of fear—it's inspiring others 

to move beyond it.  

A leader can't pretend that he's brave, but he cannot let people 

know of his fears. He "must put up a front". Through the act of 

appearing fearless, Mandela inspired others. Knowing he was a 

model for others gave Mandela the strength to triumph over his 

own fear.  

 

2.  Lead from the front—but don't leave your base behind  

A leader takes his support base along with him and once he 

arrives at the beachhead, allows people to move on.  

 

3.  Lead from the back—and let others believe they are in 

front  

The trick of leadership is allowing yourself to be led too. 

Mandela said it is wise to persuade people to do things and 

make them think it was their own idea.  

 

4 .  Know your enemy – and learn about his favourite sport 

A leader understands his enemies' strengths and weaknesses, 

and formulates his tactics accordingly. He ingratiates himself with 

his enemy.  

 

 

 



 

 

5.  Keep your friends close—and your rivals even closer  

Mandela cherished loyalty, but was never obsessed by it, 

saying, "people act in their own interest". Mandela believed 

that embracing his rivals was a way of controlling them; they 

were more dangerous on their own than within his circle of 

influence. He recognized that the way to deal with those he 

didn't trust was to neutralize them with charm.  

 

6.  Appearances matter—and remember to smile  

Mandela understood how his appearance could advance his 

cause. His lawyer remembers him as the first black South African 

he had ever seen being fitted for a suit. Though not a great 

public speaker, he always did the toyi-toyi township dance that 

was an emblem of the struggle. His dazzling, beatific, all-

inclusive smile "was the message": to white South Africans, his 

lack of bitterness; to black voters that he is a happy warrior and 

that he will triumph.  

  

7 .   Nothing is black or white  

Life is never "either/or". Decisions are complex and there are 

always competing factors. Looking for simple explanations is 

the bias of the human brain, but it does not correspond to 

reality. Nothing is ever as straightforward as it appears. Mandela 

is comfortable with contradictions and as a politician was a 

pragmatist who saw the world as infinitely nuanced. His 

calculus was always "What is the end that I seek?" and "What is 

the most practical way to get there?"  

 

8.   Resignation shows leadership too  

Mandela accepted with humility that knowing how to abandon a 

failed idea, task or relationship is often the most difficult decision 

a leader has to make. His greatest legacy as president of South 

Africa was the way he chose to leave it. The man who gave 

birth to his country refused to hold it hostage. "His job was to 

set the course, not to steer the ship." He knew that leaders 

lead as much by what they choose not to do as what they do.  
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Rudy Giuliani's principles of leadership  

 

Rudy Giuliani has been a successful 

mayor of New York (1994-2001) and 

got internationally known for his crisis 

management skills after the terror 

attacks of September 11, 2001. He 

also achieved the improvement of the 

image of the city, which had been 

characterized as ungovernable because 

of its economic problems and criminal 

violence. Even though he did not 

succeed with his presidential candidacy 

in 2008, he has formulated several 

principles for political leadership that 

may be considered by political leaders. 

The following principals have been 

deducted from Rudi Guliani 's book " 

Leadership":  

 

1.  Know what you believe in what you stand for, what’s 

important to you, what your purpose is… 

 

2.  To be a leader you have to be an optimist  

You have to know the problem and know how to get through it 

with optimism. You have to be able to "dream" of a better 

situation to make it that way. Lead people with hope and give 

people hope that what they're doing now can become real. 

Become the calmest person in the room when in an emergency. 

This helps you figure out the best solution in the situation.  

 

3.  To be a leader you have to have courage, to take the 

risk  

 

4.  Relentless preparation—minimizes the risk  

Always anticipate possible scenarios, although no matter how 

you prepare and anticipate, there will always be something that 

may happen for which you did not prepare. Crisis management 

is very important because it helps reduce the things you did not 

prepare for.  

 

 

 



5.   Teamwork  

One of the great mistakes that a leader can make is thinking 

that he or she is infallible. What are my weaknesses? How can I 

find people who can help me make up for my weaknesses?  

 

6.  To be a good leader you have to communicate  

Be both a teacher and motivator. It is not enough to know what 

to do but you must be able to communicate it as well. If you 

have a long- range goal, you must have benchmarks (statistics) 

to know if you are getting there. But statistics are not enough; 

you have to know how to take care of people.  
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Democracy has a different face in every country and in every 

society. The concrete shape of democratic order depends on the 

national history, tradition and culture, social, ethnic and 

religious particularities of a society, its economic potential, the 

weight of regional factors, and more. Nevertheless, there are 

several basic elements that have to be present in each 

democratic system.  
 

 

Basic elements of democracy  
 

• the governing bodies have to be occupied by elected 

authorities, who are accountable to the voters.  
 

• free and fair elections have to take place 
regularly.  

 

• all adults have to possess the right to vote and to be 

elected to political office.  
 

• freedom of opinion has to reign without anybody being 

persecuted for freely expressing his opinion.  
 

• free access to alternative and pluralistic sources of 

information should be guaranteed.  
 

• the right to form independent associations, groups of 

interest and political parties must exist so that the 

previously mentioned rights can be executed.  

 

 

Independently of its organisation in different countries, 

democracy needs institutions that ensure its consolidation, 

stability and projection and which protect "young" democracies 

from contestation or even major setbacks. The chance for 

stabilisation and consolidation of democracy highly depends on  

 

 

 
 
 

 



how the respective democratic orders are institutionalised, what 

level of potential is offered by the democratic institutions to 

meet the challenges of political and social change and how they 

provide legitimacy to the political system. 

 

No matter how democracy has been organised in any 

individual case, and in any political system, the political 

parties are the main institutions of democracy. Without 

parties, there can be no democracy.  

 

The basic functions of political parties have already been 

discussed. However, the parties do not have a monopoly in 

carrying out these functions and are nowadays—more than in 

the past—in competition with other organisations that also 

carry out these functions, at least in certain areas, and thereby 

compete with the parties. The essential differentiating 

characteristic of a party is and remains therefore its 

participation in elections.  

 

Even though parties fulfil essential functions for the political 

system and democracy, they also face special challenges in 

modern democracies. Social change and the efficiency (or 

inefficiency) of dealing with the consequences of changing 

societies in the area of politics are the main reasons for these 

new challenges for political parties.  

 

• A classic dilemma for political parties is the impossibility to 

meet all expectations directed at them at the same time. 

As they occupy the political decision-making instances, 

people expect concepts and decisions for problems and 

demands. Several groups, however, will always feel 

disadvantaged or develop new demands, which can usually 

never be completely satisfied. One just has to think of the 

expectation that the state should provide public goods at 

the same time as internal and external security, a well-

developed road network, public schools, hospitals, and 

public housing or benefits, without increasing taxes or 

pushing up the national debt. Parties, therefore, are caught 

in a constant conflicting relationship between unfulfilled 

expectations and solutions perceived to be inadequate.  
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•  New challenges has emerged from social change and the 

development of fragmented societies, which are 

characterised by the dissipation of traditional milieus, the 

erosion of previously stable value systems and the 

commitments based on it, a higher level of education, 

the pluralism of informative sources, as well as the 

individual organisation of personal relationships. "Shifting 

values", "individualisation", "event society", and 

"fragmentation of interests" are notions to describe social 

phenomena that are directly reflected on the attitude of 

the citizens towards the parties. Where social 

relationships become lost, the commitment with political 

parties also gets weaker. Parties feel this effect not only 

in the form of decreasing memberships, but also in the 

decline of stable voter milieus and unpredictable election 

forecasts and election outcomes.  
 

•  The change in the mass media and the way of reporting, 

the growing competition for attention and audience, as 

well as the extension of "investigative" journalism have 

led to a new form of reporting about politics, in which 

ideas, values and results are less important than 

emotionalisation, moralisation, scandalisation and 

personalisation in the form of "infotainment". Political 

scandals and personal behaviour and misbehaviour of 

politicians are known faster nowadays. This is certainly a 

gain in transparency and democratic control but it can 

also contribute to the disenchantment and sometimes 

also the trivialisation of politics and its players. The first to 

feel the negative consequences of that are the parties.  
 

•  The "modern" dilemma of political parties stems from 

globalisation. At a national level, globalisation and its 

consequences have reduced the room for political 

manoeuvres and have shifted decision-making power 

and management capabilities to supra-national or 

international players. Although citizens expect national 

political actors to decide on their demands and 

expectations, important issues cannot be resolved by 

national political decision makers. Consequently, 

political parties face a loss of confidence in their 

capacity to decide on important issues of national 

interest.  

 



These developments have serious consequences for parties and 

party systems:  
 

• Party systems are nowadays much more prone to 

modifications and more fragmentized.  
 

• The time of big mass parties seems to be over. At the 

very least, although some parties can still maintain large 

memberships, it is today much more difficult to organise 

large mass rallies.  
 

• The past virtual monopoly of the parties as the source 

and place of political information and reflection has 

been negated in the era of mass media, modern 

information techniques like the internet and alternative 

areas for political participation outside of the parties.  
 

• Parties find it very difficult to retain so-called loyal 

voters of certain milieus in the long term.  
 

• The overall trust level of the population in the parties 

and in politicians has dropped and the willingness to 

engage politically has declined, especially among young 

people.  
 

• Mass media publish more reports about political 

scandals and about the real or alleged shortcomings of 

parties and their top leaders' inability to manage and 

resolve problems. In the same way that the difficulties of 

political management have increased in the era of 

financial, political or ecological globalization, the 

technical possibilities for critical reporting has also 

increased. The increased competition among TV 

channels and print media has also contributed to the 

tendency to report more about real or alleged 

misbehaviour of politicians.  

 

 The respective roles played in the past by the 

governing and opposition parties are not as clear 

anymore, as the big opposition parties do not 

necessarily benefit from voters' dissatisfaction, but 

instead also lose votes to small or newer protest parties. 
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However, it is not only the parties that are affected by the 

recent evolutions of society. In fact, there is even a general loss 

of confidence in other institutions and big social organisations 

such as labour unions. The changes are, however, especially 

perceived by the parties as they are the most exposed to public 

perception. These evolutions that involve the weakening of 

singular parties are not necessarily a crisis of democracy, but show 

the transition to another form of democracy, in which the parties 

can still fulfil the above-mentioned functions, but other social 

organisations as well as the media have more influence on the 

process of political opinion- building than in earlier periods of 

time.  

 

In spite of this loss of influence to other players, an essential 

factor has not changed: Parties are still the institutions from 

which the concepts and solutions to address the problems of a 

society are expected as they occupy the political decision-making 

bodies. Parties are also the only institutions to participate in 

elections and whose representativity can be measured by 

electoral results.  

 

The debilitation and fragmentation of party systems is in 

general terms problematic, because there is no alternative to 

the democratic party state. Associations, citizens' initiatives and 

social movements may have increased and their political 

influence may still rise. This is partly a consolidation of 

democracy. Yet, with all the legitimacy of the concerns over 

such organisations, their growing influence also has problematic 

aspects because they cannot substantiate their own 

representativity and address all the demands of the public. Only 

parties can legitimise themselves through democratic elections.  

 

The power of media may also continue to grow. However, 

given the consolidation among the press and television 

companies and the predominance of a few IT companies, this 

evolution has to be accompanied by an extension of democratic 

control and transparency, which is ultimately only possible 

within the context of the institutions of representative democracy.  

  

 

 
 
 

 



 

Parties have to be continuously striving to perform their 

functions under changing social circumstances. Independent of 

the regional or national social peculiarities, or the electoral and 

government system, there are several criteria that every party 

should respect and fulfil, in order to participate successfully in 

the political competition.17  
 
 

• A party needs a sufficient, identifiable electoral base. It 

needs to strive to root itself in the electoral and interest 

groups that it wants to represent, in alignment, obviously, 

with its basic values and its programmatic profile.  
 

• A party has to build an extensive organisation in order to 

practise closeness to citizens and to be able to mobilise 

voters.  
 

• A party has to build an open membership organisation. 

Membership is fundamental for the recruitment of its 

future leaders and should also be a relevant element for 

its financial basis. An active membership organisation, 

however, requires inner-party democracy, i.e., members 

who participate politically and who are able to determine 

the party leadership and set the course of the party.  
 

• A party has to be communicative, both internally and 

externally. It needs a functional inner-party information 

system for all its rank and file on all levels and for its 

members. Furthermore, a constant link to the media is 

necessary. They are the "gatekeepers" of the political 

system in the developed media democracy, generating 

public awareness.  
 

• A party has to develop its own programmatic profile, 

differentiating itself from others by formulating targets 

and ways of solution in keeping up to the real problems 

of the time. The objective of the programme work is to 

enable the party to integrate public expectations and 

demands and to promote identification with the party by 

the citizens. 
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• A party has to show a high degree of inner party 

governability. This is the capacity to balance between a 

unified appearance towards the public and the inner-

party's controversial dialogue. Part of this governability is 

the selection and support of the younger generation of 

party members and party leaders.  
 

• A party has to be capable of integration. This is the actual 

key to success and to the growth of a party. What is 

meant here is the constant strive to expand its electoral 

base, to win over new voters with different interests and 

young voters with other lifestyles and to establish a 

constant connection to these voters.  
 

• A party must be capable of campaigning. It has to be able 

to present important topics and its own profile effectively 

in public and it must lead flawless election campaigns with 

few topics and a clear message for "focused 

communication".  
 

• A party must be capable of forming coalitions. As it is 

difficult for a party, if not impossible, especially in the 

context of past-the- post voting systems, to obtain 

absolute majorities in parliament, a party has to be able 

to form stable coalitions with other parties to demonstrate 

governability. The problems of governability reflect 

directly on the reputation of the parties. In coalition 

formation it can be necessary to overcome deep 

programmatic and/or personal rifts. This is a moment 

where political leaders may show their competency.  
 

• A party must prove its governability and capacity for 

solving problems at the local level. In all countries, the 

citizens should have the most direct contact with the 

parties and its representatives in local politics. Only if the 

parties can prove competency and citizen proximity at 

this level, can they can expect trust on a national level.  

 

 



 • A party must be capable of learning the expectations, and 

implementing political programmes that meet the 

demands within the society. Considering the increased 

significance of social non-governmental organisations and 

interest associations, the parties have to intensify their 

efforts to be in touch with these intermediate organisations, 

to understand the expectations of the people, and to 

translate them into policies.  
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Despite all the weaknesses of parties and in spite of all 

the challenges that parties have to face, one thing 

remains certain: without parties, democracy cannot 

function. In a democracy the parties are still the most 

important connecting link between state and society. But indeed 

they have to adapt to the social changes so as to make sure they 

are not swallowed by them.  

 

The formation of political opinion and consensus in mass 

democracy are an endlessly laborious, partly ungratifying and 

constantly endangered process involving the lacklustre everyday 

life of committees, commissions and assemblies. The formation 

of political opinion, consensus building and government for the 

benefit of the whole society cannot bypass or even be against 

the political parties, but can only involve them. As much as 

citizens' initiatives and social movements are necessary for 

political innovation, opposition and criticism, in the end, they 

depend very much on the parties to carry the responsibility in 

the long-term and the parties are the ones that therefore have 

to face the population at regular intervals in the context of 

elections.  

 

Parties carry out a political leadership 

role that a modern democracy 

cannot do without. Especially in 

times of change this political 

leadership must be responsible and 

visible for the citizens and connected 

to the interests and demands of the 

citizens. As Konrad Adenauer, the 

first chancellor and prime minister 

of the Federal Republic of Germany 

after the Second World War has 

stated: "Each political party exists 

for the benefit of the people and 

not for itself. Political parties, their 

members and leaders are therefore 

more than ever required to face this 

responsibility."  
 
 

 



 
 
 

Conclusion: There is no Democracy without Political Parties   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kosovo's political parties were established in the conditions of 

existence. First 'serious' party has been founded by Kosovo 

Albanians in 1989, known as the Democratic League of Kosovo 

(LDK), although it was initially considered as a national movement 

for independence.18 Later established parties were created in the 

spirit of building a parallel system of political self-organization from 

Serbia and presentation of a quasi-pluralist system. Kosovo 

Constitution of 1990 was the legal base that allowed the right of 

free assembly and citizens' organization. Some of the less populist 

parties were established after the suppression of political rights 

such as Albanian Demo Christian Party of Kosovo (Partia Shqiptare 

Demokristiane e Kosovës), established in 1990 by Mark Krasniqi 

and Zef Morina. A year later Social Democratic Party of Kosovo was 

founded by Kaqusha Jashari and Ismail Kurteshi. Gjergj Dedaj 

established Kosovo Liberal Party in that year, while young 

intellectuals’ years later founded other parties such did the publicist 

Veton Surroi, then Parliamentary Party of Kosovo from Bajram 

Kosumi and then Adem Demaçi. In 1998, Rexhep Qosja established 

Kosovo's United Democratic Movement (LBDK)19. For this period, it 

is important to mention political activities of the Albanians outside 

of Kosovo, organized mainly in the Diaspora. LDK was one of 

tremendous organizing parties in the Diaspora that managed to 

create large funds through initiatives known as ‘Three percent fund’ 

headed by the prime minister of the government in exile, Bujar 

Bukoshi. In Kosovo and diaspora also continued political activities 

some of the parties such as the People's Movement of Kosovo (LPK) 

and the National Movement for Kosovo Liberation (LKÇK), around 

which were grouped intellectual and political refugees from Serbia. 

These political and military formations are considered as the core of 

the first military organization with political demands - the Kosovo 

Liberation Army. Researchers unanimously claim for the common 

political goal of all these organizations - the liberation and 

independence of Kosovo. Throughout the decade of parallel political 

activity in Kosovo were organized two elections, in 1992 and 1998 

won with a large number of votes by the LDK, but in the second 

election they were boycotted by other Albanian political parties due 

to war in Kosovo. 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Historical development of the party system in Kosovo 

 



The end of the war between 1998, 1999 and to 2000 marked an 

important political turning point, though turbulent and dangerous 

for the country. According to political scientist Gashi (Gashi, 2013) 

established party system and elections organized by the OSCE 

were a farce since internationals controlled real power and local 

politicians were treated like puppets.20  

 

Away from the democratic rules of the game, LDK called on the 

legitimacy of the elections of 1998 while war wing relied on the 

UÇK and the Rambouillet Conference. Provisional Government was 

quickly illegitimated by the United Nations Mission in Kosovo, 

UNMIK. Internationals didn’t recognize it and the OSCE described it 

as 'imposed 21. Later, LDK was challenged by two other parties led 

by known figures of the KLA, Hashim Thaci who founded the 

Democratic Party of Kosovo (PDK) and Ramush Haradinaj's 

Alliance for Kosovo’s Future (AAK). During this period, UNMIK 

established the Interim Administrative Council, the body that 

brought together representatives of all Albanian political parties, 

minorities and independent intellectuals. Mass participation in the 

first elections of 2000 which recorded 62% of the citizens with the 

right to vote was fatal for the parties of 'war wing' while LDK won 

massive a support of 46,29% of the vote. Hashim Thaci's PDK won 

25,54%. Serbs and other minorities won considerable seats in 

Parliament because of the reserved rights as AAK won 7.82 22 . 

Kosovo's liberation was soon replaced by political parties with 

promise of the country's independence. Removing responsibility 

from the country’s real problems on alleged state making had a 

cost not only to the Kosovo Society but also to the political parties 

who were hiding behind almost surreal promises. On the other 

hand, the international role of tutor determined and changed the 

rules of the game depending on the goals of the international daily 

policies which was and remains - political stability. Second 

parliamentary elections in October 2004, confirmed again LDK as  

the first party while the  multi-party system  started to build 

gradually in Kosovo marking the day by day increasing 

heterogeneity of minor parties representing different society 

groups. Among the 17 political parties that took part in the election, 

there were new minority parties such as Serbian, Turkish, 

Bosnians and civic initiatives. Reformist Party of Veton Surroi 

established a few months before the 2004 elections refreshed 

political mosaic, being positioned as a party of the left centre 

especially on economic policies and state intervention on the issues 

related to public enterprises.  
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Establishment of Kosovo's political parties within the desired 

ideological framework was delayed because the challenges for the 

political parties and the Kosovo leadership were the standards 

before status, after arduous negotiations with Serbia on the issue of 

final status mediated by former Finnish President Martti Ahtisaari.  

 

This period marked the shift of attention of the party fairly 

damaging democratic rules because the ruling and opposition 

parties lined up in the Unity Team called upon to represent the 

unity of the country. Again, influenced by political circumstances, 

independence was considered the ideology of the left and the right 

of all political parties in Kosovo. At the same time, a civic 

movement in political articulation challenged the official line 

followed by the existing parties in relation to political developments 

by organizing protests against the internationals, rejecting and 

opposing Unity Team and Ahtisaari's Plan for Kosovo's supervised 

independence. The death of the President of Kosovo and head of 

the LDK, Ibrahim Rugova in 2006 changed the composition at the 

top of the Kosovo Unity Team and LDK, making the old party an 

arena of clashes and internal rivalries that culminated with the 

partition of party, and creation of a new party – Lidhja Demokratike 

e Dardanisë, led by Nexhat Daci. New parties were added to the 

party system as the New Kosovo Alliance (AKR) known 

businessman Pacolli and Vetëvendosje movement of Albin Kurti.     

 

 

 

One of the advantages of the major parties is the prompt 

opportunity to come to the power by becoming a government party 

or by leading a government coalition23 as in the case of the PDK 

with the coalition Kosova e Re and minorities. One of the main 

theories of the major parties is the base of the party and the loyalty 

it enjoys. After this comes the second group referred to as 

“intermediary” who is not extreme in the manifestation of the 

electoral conviction but frequently moves from one political side to 

another. PDK is considered for its strong fanatic base of the voters 

that it possesses and in five general and local elections since 2000 

varies in more and less than 10 thousand voters while the base is 

around 200,000 voters.  LDK has lost its primacy of the major 

party since 2007 by placing second with a base of voters that 

doesn’t change. AAK and AKR have lost votes with a not very large 

percentage and the new political party Vetëvendosja is not tested  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 Major, minor political parties and coalitions in Kosovo 

Historical development of the party system in Kosovo 

 



yet in relation to the base of the voters. The division of the 

geographical zones in Kosovo for years has determined the voting 

trend for each party. PDK wins convincingly in Drenica, AAK’s 

strong bastion is Dukagjini while LDK has Llapi region and other 

parts of the country as their bastions24. Minor parties are mainly 

described as ineffective organizations in their abilities to govern. 

They represent small groups of interest such as environmentalist, 

ballists or social-democrats in Kosovo.  

 

In general minor parties aim to become a tail of the major parties 

in order to share the cake of the power, insufficient to 

accommodate a small group of related people. In Kosovo such 

attitude of the parties has been impacted greatly by the electoral 

threshold of 5 % which is often overwhelming. The great division 

in Kosovo happened after 1999 in the parties that call upon 

representation of war values and UÇK (KLA) legacy and other 

“peaceful” wing led by LDK. Together with this is created a 

binomial of the major and minor parties.  The history of their 

development has shown that from the hostile rivalry ended into 

government coalitions often called” marriage of interest “as the 

one of AAK-LDK after the elections of 2004 and the one of PDK-

LDK in the 2008.  Despite, the small number of the inhabitants in 

Kosovo, according to official statistics from CEC (2013) in the last 

elections has been registered about 54 political parties; among 

those 40 or 80 % are minor parties that number from 100 to 

10,000 voters. In the last twenty years in Kosovo have been 

created and extinguished within short periods of time a large 

number of political parties which were mainly led by the small 

intellectual elite. As an example we have Parliamentary Party of 

Adem Demaqi,(DBD) Rexhep Qosja, afterwards (ORA) of Veton 

Surroi, Shpend Ahmeti’s and Ilir Deda’s (FeR) and so on.  

 

Lidhja Demokratike e Kosovës (LDK), founded in 1989, is 

considered one of the oldest political parties, but with a short 

experience of democratic pluralistic life since its existence from 

1989 to 1999 was conditioned by political circumstances. First 

coalition of six political parties before the elections of 2000 in 

Kosovo was conducted by AAK, on which is extensively discussed 

in the following report. In the elections of 2010, AKR of Behgjet 

Pacolli entered the coalition consisted of smaller parties like SDP of 

Agim Ceku, PD of Ferid Agani and E-15 expert group headed by 

Muhamet Mustafa. Although, all partners won Assembly mandates 

and entered the government, the two entities are not already part 

of the coalition such as PSD and E-15. ORA party after losing in the 

2007 elections lost it leader Surroi, while a part of its leadership 

who inherited the party dissolved in LDK in February 22, 201025. 
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Another citizen line party similar to ORA had the same fate of the 

establishment and termination within a short period of time. Not 

crossing the election threshold the Party Fryma e Re -FER imposed 

difficult solutions for the two founders Shpend Ahmeti and Ilir Deda, 

the first together with a group of the party by joining Vetëvendosja 

while Deda went to civil society. Recent efforts for a possible 

coalition that a few years ago were considered distant have come 

between the PDK and the AAK.    

 

Nowadays, new parties mainly represent extreme leftist groups or 

specific groups such as global and civic movement. They are mainly 

related to the issue of immigrants, ethnic and religious groups. In 

Kosovo, the Movement Vetëvendosje appeared harsh in its 

nationalist line that was often condemned publicly by internationals. 

Finally, a pure religious grouping that has manifested more religious 

articulation; the Movement Bashkohu has applied to be registered 

as a political party.  

 

 

 

 

Kosovo, merging between left and right  

Before discussions on ideological profile of Kosovo parties it is 

necessary to explain the main ideological trends. According to NDI 

(2004) there are three sectors of ideology or identity in which 

political parties are aligned today: social democracy, the right-

centre and liberalization26. According to Ecclashal and others (1994) 

Social Democracy emerged as a powerful force in the early 20th 

century, based on the philosophy of Karl Marx27. Marx pointed out 

that capitalism resulted in the exploitation of the working class from 

the ones who owned industrial tools. Movement of the Right Centre, 

or conservative revolution started in the spirit of anti movements in 

France that overthrew the monarchy. While liberal ideology is 

rooted in the fight for more individual rights within monarchy (For 

more, see Appendix I). 

 

Political parties in Kosovo have never taken seriously a serious 

debate on ideology determination at any time of their functioning. 

Parties are not guided by ideological programs and this happens 

because the political system and culture in the country do not 

rather encourage profiling of parties based on ideologies28 . Parties 

were created without debate on ideology, being developed and 

governed without ideology, an opposite approach from a large part 

of the countries with consolidated democracies. However, even in  
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these countries it is difficult to notice the gap between the left or 

right, where an ideology ends and another starts. Ideological 

debate lacked not only within the party but also in society as a 

whole. As such, it is associated with other type of stereotypes that 

are hardly known and not well studied. Even within social 

democracy there is a difference in the character of the government, 

the state, economy, and so on. In thirteen years of installation of 

the party system in Kosovo, only Vetëvendosje Movement is a 

party that in its statute of the party and openly states consent to 

the policies of the left, but the activity with emphasis on nationalist 

tones position it in opposite plan. 

 

According to NDI29 there is a general criticism on Social democracy 

as expressed in Scandinavian countries because it restricts the 

rights of the individuals, especially economic freedoms, in a high 

degree, through a strong and controlling state 30 . The Socialist 

International between the 2005 and 2007 was the intention of the 

PDK, but years later the in Congress of the end of January 2013, 

the party was lined up alongside the centre-right.31  A Socialist 

Party was founded recently in Kosovo, but without any influence 

and support. Former Prime Minister Agim Çeku began with the 

Social Democratic Party to be lined up three years later with the 

PDK. All abovementioned examples show no stability in the 

alignment of parties toward ideologies.  

 

Centre-right parties attach more importance to institutions. They 

support limitation of government intervention in the economy, 

capitalization and free enterprise. As a criticism it is said that the 

right-centre policy is discriminatory against minorities, ignores the 

situation of the poor, foreign policy is aggressive. European 

People's Party (1953) is one of the biggest party bodies of the right 

centre. LDK is already a member, while Isa Mustafa recently 

continued to promise an LDK of the centre.  

 

Liberalization - was born in the bosom of the monarchy and not of 

democracy but it has played an important role in the installation 

and functioning of democracy in Europe. According to NDI 

Liberalism as an early political philosophy is rooted in some other 

political ideologies based on representative democracy, including 

social democratic parties and the ones of right centre32. Liberalism 

as an ideology of the political party supports its platform in early 

liberal ideas, focusing on limited government and individual 

freedoms. Individual and its freedoms are the starting point of 

liberalism. Individuals right over property and contract freedom. In 

the case of Kosovo,33 neoliberal international administration was 

not interested in the genuine ideological parties as much as for 
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organizations that accommodated important and powerful 

individuals in order to obtain power through elections organized and 

orchestrated by them. Collective identities and ethnic basis has not 

allowed the opportunity to create clear ideological and distinct 

identities for parties.  

 

 

 

Party and ideology do not co-exist in Kosovo. Establishing of political 

parties has been impacted by political and historical circumstances 

excluding genuine political organization model guided by ideology. 

International protectorate, undefined political status and relationship 

with Serbia have determined to a large extent party guidelines and 

election and statutory political programmes which constitute the 

initial point of the evaluation and ideological positioning of all political 

parties. In order to fully clarify the relationship of the political parties 

with ideology, report explains some of the reasons that have 

negatively impacted on the failure of the ideology profiling by forging 

an  ”Kosovo made model”  that consisted of phrases-freedom, 

independence, democracy. In order to support finding, report 

examined four major parties in the country (PDK, LDK, AAK and 

Vetëvendosje) by studying political programmes of the first elections 

in 2000 and a decade after in the year 2010. Political offer of the 

three older parties doesn’t change at all and it ranges around 

promises for the Independence of Kosovo, integration in NATO and 

EU, economic development, decreasing of unemployment rate, rule 

of law and so on. Therefore it is varying from right to the left. The 

political party programmes have widely promoted realization of the 

Kosovo’s independence by leaving aside social values and norms on 

the basis of which political parties are built.34 According to the study, 

almost all surveyed voters were not able to distinguish differences 

between political programs. Report even states that voters claim to 

vote with inertia based on the preferences of the leadership figures 

of political parties. This development has greatly damaged the 

building of a genuine party system that would start and crown 

ideological profiling of the parties, and not only that, but also 

promoting an inclusive ideological social debate. Such practice 

presented during ten years was seriously challenged by the 

Vetëvendosje Movement, whose bid was significantly more advanced 

in terms of programmatic and ideological determination.  

  

Kosovo doesn’t have a long experience of ideological profiling of the 

parties, to say the least. Due to the special circumstances of their 

birth after the war, Kosovo's political parties have been established  
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without a clear orientation of their political ideology. Many of them 

still do not know which side of the political spectrum they belong.35 

If you add to this the absence of social debate, as it has happened 

in other countries, including social democracy in Sweden after 

1920, or with the right in Germany, France and Britain. 2006 

marks the first serious attempt to position ideologically by the 

example of the PDK, an opposition party that participated in the 

Socialist International.36  

 

At the same time were born small party that represented certain 

groups of interest, but without reaching an establishment such as 

Justice Party, Green Party, and Socialist Party and so on. According 

to a study by the organization Çelnaja the exact definition is 

extremely difficult because political parties do not have clear 

ideologies on intention.37 One of the key factors on which scholars 

agree and that has indirectly obstructed ideological profiling is 

heterogeneous membership that Kosovo parties represent. As the 

catch-all model or the comprehensive model of the political parties, 

whose function is to maximize votes as well as representation of 

larger and different groups of interest, Fes and the Pips (2006) 

consider the idea of not profiling as a dangerous one in a near 

future, pushing the parties towards embracing of non-ideological 

and technocratic models.  

 

Similarly, parties in Kosovo deferred by comprehensive motives 

have done little to educate voters on ideology by promising 

comprehensive and non-specific program based on ideology. In 

their study speak for other alarming results about the perception 

that voters have for the parties by calling parties undemocratic and 

largely absent from the electorate. 38  Although the majority of 

voters are in favour of more social policies because of poverty, and 

that pushes towards positioning on the left, where parties in 

Kosovo have refused to identify themselves as such. In the 

absence of social studies and perhaps anthropological ones on this 

fear phenomenon on positioning towards the left, which remains 

unexplained, parties have rushed to other side -right centre, 

initially LDK and AAK, and recently PDK. It is ironic, political parties 

are reluctant to be identified with the left wing.39 By analyzing 

statutes and political programs of the four parties, their only 

ideological determination is a sentence at the entrance of the 

statutes where they declare on their belonging to the right-centre, 

reinforcing the analysis that ideology exists only on paper.   
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Party ideology on “concerted independence”   

                            

Although in Kosovo exist 29 functional political parties on the eve of 

elections their numbers is doubled.40 From the data of the Central 

Election Commission (See Appendix II) about 54 parties, coalitions 

or independent candidate took part in the general elections of 

2010.41 By comparison of three of the party's governing programs, 

PDK, LDK and AAK between 2000 and a decade after, it clearly 

results in the ideological profiling with almost similar promises. Most 

of them already have their mouths full of right-centre parties 

including LDK, AAK and recently PDK.  

 

These parties (parties of the centre) are aimed at what Otto 

Kirchheimer described as "catch-all party" (inclusive party), which 

according to him, the main purpose of these parties is to maximize 

votes.42 Through comparative approach of the political programs of 

2000 and 2010, the report aims to shed light on the possible 

transformation of political offer and on how ideological are PDK, LDK, 

AAK and Vetëvendosje. 

 

The ID of four parties (PDK, LDK, Vetëvendosje and AAK) 

 

Name:                                                           

PDK - Partia Demokratike e Kosovës (Democratic Party of Kosovo) 

 

Leader:              

Hashim Thaçi 

 

Established:                            

1999 

 

Background:                                                      

When the KLA was demilitarized after the NATO intervention in 1999, 

most of its members joined one of these three newly established 

institutions - Kosovo Police, Kosovo Protection Corps (TMK) or PPDK, 

new party established by Bardhyl Mahumuti of BPD in Macedonia 

and former political leader of the KLA Hashim Thaci. In May 2000, 

the party held its first convention where Thaçi was elected as its 

leader and the party changed its name to PDK - the Democratic 

Party of Kosovo. Until the emergence of other former leaders of the 

KLA that year, PDK was regarded as one of the direct successors of 

KLA heritage from which it benefited a lot in a political way. A 

position which gave it a strong support to the post-war political 

scene and in the United Nations Interim Administration Council. PDK 

remained in opposition for many years until 2007 when it won 

general elections and came in first, as LDK suffered an adverse  

 

 

 



transformation that began with the death of its leader, Ibrahim 

Rugova and disruption of the party. PDK came to power in 2008. It 

has led important political processes to Kosovo, through an 

originally unnatural coalition due to fierce rivalry with LDK, under 

the pressure of political talks with Serbia on Kosovo's status and 

international pressure for having a coalition of the strongest. But a 

decision of the Constitutional Court for violating the Constitution by 

President Sejdiu caused an ultimate separation and LDK left the 

ruling coalition.43 PDK won again in the next election, but fragile 

coalition was created with the help of the AKR and small partners 

from minority parties. 

 

Re-dialogue with Serbia, this time through direct meetings 

between the prime ministers of the two countries, internal divisions 

in the party and charges for the installation of corruption, for PDK 

remain among the most difficult challenges since its establishment. 

 

Political programme in the 2000:     

                                        

PDK's political program in the first elections of 2000 was a 

commitment to "freedom, independence and democracy" and 

"ethnic tolerance and integration in the EU". 44  Promise for the 

solution of Kosovo problems, a generalised and vague dictionary in 

terms of ideological determination. PDK as priorities listed; 

infrastructure, healthcare, education, care of the elderly, the 

creation of jobs. In the aspect of economy, PDK pledged to 

improve small and medium businesses and agriculture support.  

 

Political programme in the 2010:                           

                         

PDK in terms of defining of its ideology and profiling has been very 

ambiguous throughout the years. In the period 2007/08, some of 

its senior members talked about the left orientations of the party. 

PDK is a party of the left and it will join the Socialist 

International.45In its 2010 program as it comes to the centre-right 

policies especially in matters of the economy at the same time it 

includes the centre-left policy as the promise on maximizing the 

respect of human rights without any discrimination. It took several 

years for PDK to declare loudly that it is a centre-right party at the 

Congress party in early 2013, but still without making public its 

political program conforming its alignment as centre-right party.46 

PDK of 2010 in terms of political and ideological program differs 

very little from that of a decade ago. Integration into the European 

Union, among free and developed countries, and NATO are the 

main goals of the party "As a reforming and modernised party, 

during the next term PDK will create strong institutions, which will 

be capable, effective and sustainable to successfully lead the  
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integration process of Kosovo in the European Union and NATO.47For 

economy, PDK is committed to the principles of market economy with 

free competition and ensuring the welfare of citizens. Sustainable 

growth and economic development, decrease of the trade deficit, 

unemployment reduction and adequate distribution of economic 

resources are additional stances of PDK. On the issue of privatization, 

PDK stands for a careful process that is a key to the implementation 

of structural reforms and the realization of the private sector in the 

economy. 

 

Name:                            

LDK - Lidhja Demokratike e Kosovës (Kosovo Democratic League)  

 

Party leader:        

Isa Mustafa 

 

Founded:                 

1989 

 

Background:                                                     

The monopole of local support that enjoyed LDK in the first ten years 

makes this organization, more a political movement rather than 

political party. All Albanian political resistance to Belgrade was 

channelled through the LDK and its leader, Ibrahim Rugova.48 LDK 

was organized in response to the loss of Kosovo's autonomy in 1989. 

Led by nationalist Ibrahim Rugova, LDK declared the country 

independent in 1992 but was not recognized internationally. 49 

Rugova became the icon of non-violence by organizing a parallel 

political system, in education, health and other fields. The policy of 

non-cooperation with Belgrade best illustrated by parallel institutions 

established through electoral processes in 1992 and 1998 which 

Rugova won more than 80% of the vote.  His non-violent strategy 

to internationalize the issue of Kosovo began to lose brightness with 

the emergence of the KLA and the war in Kosovo, marking the most 

critical point in his career up to the organization of the first elections 

in the liberated Kosovo in 2000, where he won about 46% of the 

votes, ranking first party.  

 

Political Program in 2000:      

                                       

In these elections, the basic promise of LDK was the building of 

democratic institutions, and the creation of an open and liberal 

society based on the rule of law and respect for minority rights. In 

economy, the LDK supported privatization and economic reforms, 

and the fields of health and education. Like all other political parties, 

LDK`s promise and goal was the independence of Kosovo.  

 

 

 



Political Program in 2010:      

                                       

At the introduction to the party statute, adopted in March 2012 

and the political program of 2010, LDK asserts that belongs to the 

group of centre-right parties, free and responsible members. 50 

While the party's political program constantly repeats tradition, 

ancient values, institutionalism being aligned as Conservative party.  

 

As a centre-right party, the Democratic League of Kosovo and its 

operation are based on democratic values, such as: respect for 

tradition, freedom, justice and tolerance; accountability and 

transparency, freedom of expression and individual and collective 

freedom.51 Membership in the EU, NATO and other international 

organizations remains the party target. LDK has made another 

step of the ideological positioning by joining the European People's 

Parties in October 2012.52 Recently, are noted public attempts of 

the party to bring together small allies including LDD, detached 

from genuine party in 2007, to the centre-right as their leaders 

were declared – creation of a joint front of this political profile.  

LDK has continually re-emphasized its heritage based on 

indigenous values and tradition as old party, out of the need of the 

people for the people. LDK had a conservative approach to the 

importance of values and history.   

 

Name:                                               

Lëvizja Vetëvendosje – (Movement Self-determination)  

 

Leader:           

Albin Kurti 

 

Founded:         

2005 

 

Feedback:                       

Vetëvendosje began its operations as the organization of a group 

of young activists who demanded self-determination for Kosovo 

and lined up strongly against the country's international 

administration. Led by Albin Kurti, a leading mass student protests 

in 1997 against Serbian policies Movement was opposed UNMIK 

Mission by considering neo-colonial, while activities for slogans "No 

negotiation! Self-determination "all over Kosovo, was fiercely 

fought by UNMIK international police culminating in tragedy of 10 

February 2007 which killed two protesters and wounded 80 others. 

This movement continued protests against negotiations with Serbia 

directed against local politicians especially Unity Team while 

independence plan proposed by mediator Martti Ahtisaari was 
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never accepted by the movement. Faced with not changing the 

status quo, and continuous judicial processes against Albin Kurti and 

other activists, Movement decided to compete in the first 

parliamentary elections of 2010 as civic movement by refusing to be 

named as political party. Movement was aligned as third with 12.4% 

of votes. Calls on union with Albania, while is for greater state 

intervention especially in the privatization process and the left 

leaning towards social policies.  

 

Name:                                                            

AAK –Aleanca për Ardhmërinë e Kosovës (Alliance for the Future of 

Kosovo) 

 

Leader:                                  

Ramush Haradinaj 

 

Founded:                      

2000 

 

Background:                                                     

Aleanca për Ardhmërinë e Kosovës was founded in 2000 by one of 

former KLA commanders for Dukagjini Valley, Ramush Haradinaj. 

With founding of the AAK, PDK no longer was considered as the only 

legitimate successor of the KLA as AAK brought former war leader 

around her. Unlike the PDK, in the first elections of 2000, AAK 

campaigned as the Civic Alliance of Kosovo that was an umbrella of 

six political parties, AAK, Partia Parlamentare e Kosovës (Kosovo 

Parliamentary Party) (PPK – Bajram Kosumi, Leader); Lëvizja 

Kombëtare për Çlirimin e Kosovës (National Movement for Liberation 

of Kosovo)  (LKÇK – Sabit Gashi, Leader); Lëvizja Popullore e 

Kosovës (Kosovo Population Movement) (LPK – Emrush Xhemajli, 

Leader); Partia e Unitetit Kombëtar Shqiptar (Albanian National Unity 

Party)(UNIKOM – Ukshin Hoti, Leader while Muhamet Kelemendi, 

Acting); Unioni Shqiptaro Demokristian ( Demo-Christian Albanian 

Union)  (USHDK – Lazër Krasniqi, Leader). After the first 

parliamentary elections, AAK formed a coalition with all political 

parties while in the second election after 2004, it reached coalition 

with the LDK where Ramush Haradinaj was voted as Prime Minister. 

But only after 100 days he left after Tribunal filed an indictment for 

war crimes, doing to win the trial back to political life. Again in 2009 

it was raise partial trail in the Hague War Tribunal, which he again 

was declared not guilty and was released in 2012.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Political Program in 2000:    

                                          

The overall goal of AAK it was the normalization of lives of every 

citizen of Kosovo. The party was focused sufficiently on the role of 

individuals by believing that with a greater commitment of 

individuals in public and political life would benefit society as a 

whole. Kosovo's independence, joining the EU and NATO were 

other goals AAK. Alliance identifies political and economic reforms 

as two of the top priorities. Encouraging political participation and 

development of new political institutions attracting foreign 

investors large also identified as AAK commitments.   

 

Political Program in 2010:   

                                                

Aleanca për Ardhmërinë e Kosovës in its electoral program of 2010 

never refers to individual, but only institutions, what makes them 

very institutionalize, as it is know; too much faith in institutions is 

a feature of leftist parties. Economy, tax and levies cuts are 

elements of the right. Also the privatization of key sectors even 

such as; mineral sector, with a neo-liberal approach to the 

economy. Defining ideological contradictions show leftist policies as 

the promise for raising income for social assistance. The question 

is; how to continuously provide means in order to increase income 

for families living on social assistance? In most countries (Sweden 

and Norway) are provided through raising taxes on the level of 

social security.   

 

Parties profilization in Kosovo is necessary   

    

Need for ideologization of political parties in Kosovo is inevitable. 

From the findings and discussion reports, political parties are now 

free from burden of the country political status issue, after 

completion of the current dialogue, Kosovo-Serbia, expected to 

conclude this multi-year conflict chapter. Returning towards the 

citizen, respectively ideology, the scholar would bring benefits to 

alleviate conflict of Kosovo politics which in the early years of 

liberation has manifested extreme forms of violence.53 Although 

significantly mitigated, political dispute is present and often 

accompanied by a political discourse anathemas, denying traitor 

and patriot debate. For Kosovo concrete problems such as poverty, 

unemployment, economy, requires concrete solution that must be 

substantiated by clear ideological definition programs and not 

rhetoric.54   

 

In the case of Kosovo, the difference between those who intended 

to ensure independence between civil disobedience and those who 

chose war has become insignificant at a time when independence  
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is already ensured. 55  According to him, the party ideological 

profiling will meet three important aspects. 

 

First, refers to one or some philosophical ideals and principals such 

as; social equality or freedom discussed earlier in the report from 

the three strong ideological perspectives. Different political parties 

present utopia or willing ideal reality and are commitment to fulfil 

them.   

 

Secondly, means platform or instruments that are selected in order 

to implement a goal dedicated for example; Social-democracy for a 

greater role of the state while the rights believe more in private 

enterprises and market role.   

  

Thirdly, presented in field of political action where parties have no 

conventional or traditional political ideology but commit to certain 

issues often global as environmentalists or to represent specific 

interests of different groups. 

 

De-personalization of the debate would be achieved through 

political party’s ideology, where players argue over the content and 

form while important to the voter is the message and not the 

sender of the message. Political party’s researchers, they see 

possible ideologization of political parties in Kosovo as one more 

chance to increase the level of democracy as the ideology itself 

means a goal in itself, to offer voters a clear reference plan and 

easily controllable, where voter would show a good faith by voting 

or by punishing regarding failure to meet the commitments. 

Democratic competition between the parties would become the 

democratization within the party, as necessary in this difficult 

transition period in Kosovo. Without ideology, parties may be 

considered as a boat travelling without a destination where 

everything is up to the arbitrary will of the leader or leadership 

clique.56 Ideologization of parties enables movement of the elites 

and refreshing of the political class while in political competition 

priority will be the ability to offer concrete plans and not clanning, 

economic or force power and the past.   Another important impact 

of this process would be the quality improvement of the inbound 

staff by increasing the level of idealization and honesty.  With 

ideologization, the parties will clarify their position towards voters 

to better know them, represent more properly the interests and 

larger easiness regarding electorate mobilization. Ideologization 

and debate would exclude largely dominant discussion among 

elites on the merits of the past but to the future. Vetëvendosje 

movement has returned to the spotlight again the discourse of the 

past for real nationalist values of X party or X leader, of treason 

against the country's interests by dialoguing with Serbia and the 

 

 



claims that they are real e flagship of interest of Albanian citizens 

of Kosovo. Debate deeply personalized. Another researcher 

discusses the role of political elites in Albania and Kosovo as the 

one of the main factors to impact in citizen apathy and the decline 

of the participation on the elections.57   

 

According to him, the problem of elites today is the lack of a clear 

ideological orientation and program, or there are some cases when 

the left embrace the right policies and vice versa. Socio-economic 

factors that determine the ideological orientation of the left - right 

in its core was not functioning at the Albanian voter  unlike that 

westerners to whom religious, moral, community values and social 

mobility are powerful. 58  Heterogeneous parties, where ideology 

brings Albanians and other ethnic groups, and so far not practices 

with a powerful ethnic line and very often nationalists line to.  

According to the Britannica independence political parties are 

divided along an ethnic line.59 

 

Political cot in Kosovo is not high. Election history in the last 

decade in Kosovo has clearly showed that majority of the votes is 

given to the initial non conventional parties. A considerable part of 

the electorate that moves almost at every new party that 

participates in elections, for example there is the case of ORA party  

in 2004 that was established few months prior to the elections and 

ensured 7 seats in the Kosovo Assembly. Than AKR with 14% and 

LDD with 12% and Vetëvendosje with 16%. 

 

Minority parties – division into ethnic lines 

A main critic of the scholars regarding political developments in 

Kosovo and for the Kosovo elites is the failure to create political 

party beyond ethnic differences. Post independence political parties 

are divided along ethnic line. However care for the safety of 

minorities, particularly Serbs after the war in Kosovo in 1999 was 

entrusted to the internationals. UNMIK on the other hand took care 

the establishment of constitutional, political and institutional 

representation design of minorities in 'Kosovo's political spectrum' 

initially participating in the Interim Administrative Council and then 

through elections. In order to avoid Albanian domination after the 

war, internationals, in the Constitutional Framework, ensured 

reserved seats for the minorities in the Kosovo Assembly and other 

instances. However other ethnic groups non Serbians, such as 

Turks, Bosnians, Roma, Ashkali and Egyptians has been actively 

participated in the elections and institutions through established 

political parties, Serbian segmenting has happened due to the 

UNMIK fault for two main reasons. Firstly because it was allowing 

the participation of the Belgrade-based Serbian parties in the 
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elections for the Assembly of Kosovo after the war, and secondly 

because to these parties are reserved seats in parliament and 

government. Endeavour to provide ethnic minority participation 

has influenced on the model of the proportional electoral system 

with closed lists after the war. OSCE and UNMIK in this case aimed 

to represent some opinions and interests that are considered 

important, especially those of ethnic minorities. As a result, in the 

first parliamentary elections in 2001 seven minority parties entered 

the legislature, as long as there are parties of the Albanian 

majority. As a result, Serbs formed segmented divisions within the 

political system and have developed other loyalty. Despite the 

loyalty that Serbian parties in different parts of Kosovo, with the 

exception of the north, have shown for the Kosovo institutions, the 

division is present. Mitigation of this segment will be the creation of 

multi-ethnic parties in Kosovo. After the elections of 2010, the 

largest political group represented in the Assembly is the 

Independent Liberal Party (SLS) with 9 seats; the party is in 

government coalition.    

“Grey financing” of the political parties  

Scholars agree that campaigns and expenses of the political parties 

are one of the sides of democracy costs. Financing has both sides 

of the medal. Initially it should not be seen as a problem to the 

parties and political system in general but a good opportunity to 

really regulate the financing way, resources and control.  

Simultaneously enable better party representation of interest 

groups anywhere and anytime. On the other hand, would enable 

the state to control more easily as well the voters to determine the 

vote on how political parties are organized, financed and spend the 

money. The last of what academics involved is a combination of 

public and private sources of funding well regulated by law and 

controlled by the state. From discussions on the types and 

functions of political parties, the concept of long-term proper 

functioning depends on the other sources such as organization, 

voluntary commitment and money. Nowadays large sums of 

money required to maintain the party, to organize its activities and 

finance its campaigns which are quite costly. The request for more 

money to enable the operation is always associated with the 

possibility of abuse of the laws governing these issues, paving the 

way for obtaining funds illegally.   

         

Not only in Kosovo, is financing of political parties viewed with 

suspicion and a constant danger for democracy.  In the absence of 

funding sources that dictates uncomfortable situations and not 

legitimate, parties have developed other illegal channels 'private 

funders' that are rewarded in the form of tenders and public 

benefits.  

 

 



Consequently there is a risk of redistribution of public goods after 

the coming to power of parties which will determine interest 

groups inequality. Specifics informal interest groups in exchange 

for favours.  Another challenge that dominates not only in Kosovo 

is the inequality of financial resources between the parties. Some 

spend millions and others much less, even in the worst case for 

the parties in power that misuse public resources. Compared to the 

Eastern European countries, Kosovo is not the best case in 

relations - money and politics. Political parties identified with 

corruption, while the rate of dissatisfaction with democracy in 

these countries, in recent years has increased alarmingly.  

Bulgaria, Romania and the Western Balkan countries suffer from 

crime, corruption that often is connected with political parties.60 

Progress Report on Kosovo speaks for non-fulfilment of obligations 

by the politicalparties in terms of reporting for expenses at office 

for registering parties to the CEC. 61  According to the report, 

additional amending of the Law on Financing of Political Parties is 

not met. 

 

Everything is alright - with financing in papers   

Reporting of the campaign and activities of the political parties 

should be seen with scepticism. Some countries limit the expenses 

in the campaign for candidates that run for parliamentary, 

presidential and municipal elections such as in Bulgaria and Bosnia.  

There is no limiting in Kosovo? Lack of variety of financing is one of 

the problems, more that the level of expenses.  By analyzing 

formal regulating of political parties regarding their financing way, 

almost all political parties have determined clearly, especially the 

membership fee from 1 euro per month.62 PDK has regulated the 

membership issue in their party statute while the amount should 

be determined by the Steering Council decision.  Regarding the 

issue of wealth and resources, the statute states that; the PDK 

property consists of real estate, fixed assets, cash, membership 

fees, donations and subsidies, gifts and inheritance under wills, as 

well as income from the Party activity taken to the property and its 

resources. While funds management and functioning of the 

treasury shall be regulated by special regulations and decisions of 

the Steering Council. Other political parties have similar situation. 

In its charter, LDK lists funding sources from public sources Budget, 

resources from membership and donations from individuals and 

businesses, revenue from promotional activities, LDK publications 

and the LDK property. Vetëvendosje has clearly defined not only 

for the regular payment of membership but also different levels of 

payment depending on the hierarchy and income enjoyed by party 

members from their position. Members of this party pay lot more 

of their monthly income than other members.  
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This party has regulated the issue of aid and gifts from members, 

sympathizers and supporters of the party. Authors such as 

(Duverger 1954, cited from Austin and Tjernstrom, 2003) consider 

very healthy the financing from membership, which is very easily 

controlled and consistent even though according to him, this 

regulating system is similar to the communist parties. The 

dilemma is, if the parties are voluntary organization, why the 

members have to pay membership fee? However, all parties lag 

behind when it comes to the reporting and statistics are lacking in 

this regard, especially election campaign expenses. In most 

Eastern European countries and Europe, the financing of political 

parties is accompanied by allegations of corruption and related 

economic and financial crimes. Longest living Prime Minister of 

Italy post-war, Bettino Craxi, said that "What must be said is that, 

in any case, everyone knows that the bulk of the financing of 

political parties is improper and illegal" (Porta and Vannucci 1999).   

 

What are the costs of ‘politics’ in Kosovo? 

Kosovo has little experience in the ways of financing political 

parties and on the oversight process. Deficient legal infrastructure 

has attracted most of the international organizations as well as civil 

society advocated efficient and enough to enact a law that would 

regulate once and political party funding, resources and 

expenditures. Not only Kosovo, but also many countries around 

the world have failed to implement laws on financing of political 

parties. According to the Global Integrity Report Kosovo has been 

rated with 25 points only, out of 100 points, effectiveness of the 

law of financing political parties, even though there are many rules 

from the laws that achieved the maximum that is (100 points). 63 

The country according to the report has scored the lowest result (o 

from 100 points) regarding regulating of the individual candidates 

financing because lack of legal regulations in this field.   

Publication of information on party financing has scored low (25 

out of 100 points). Financing of political activities remains the 

number one risk for corruption in the whole world, and the lack of 

meaningful reforms will continue to prevent even more open 

governments and will hinder transparency initiatives.64 In elections 

in 2010 in the Kosovo, political parties spent considerably more 

money than the campaign announced.65 Kosovo Democratic Party 

spent about 1 million and announced it spent less than 200 000 

Euros.66 In this regard, according to an analysis of the Kosovo 

Centre for Investigative Journalism, PREPORT, PDK funding came 

from private businesses and then 100 million EUR were benefits for 

companies that funded two party electoral campaigns. 67  

 

 

 

 



Almost everybody has pointed accuses towards CEC and General 

Auditor Office for non increasing of the financial oversight, non 

implementation of the law and lack of political will determines the 

situation. CEC by the laws in force is one of the main mechanisms 

in the supervision of public finances and that seems to be satisfied 

with financial reports sent by the parties, without undertaking any 

rigorous control. Even after punishment by the OSCE for not 

reporting expenditures by political parties, the latter have 

continued with the old tune. Two of the organizations active on the 

issue of party funding have not stopped advocating but without 

success. Representatives of political parties accept that there is 

regression to the transparency of party funding, but the desired 

results are lacking. Not only that the parties have failed to report 

the funding and expenditure under the law, but also proposed 

amending of the law is deficient.   

 

In this situation, necessary measures to regulate this issue should 

begin with the adoption of the law regulating the financing details 

setting the amounts of large and small donors. Public funds 

allocated by the Budget and CEC be monitored in details and the 

same formula applies to the control of other resources. Worsen 

penalties for parties that fail to disclose funding up to lifting their 

right to compete on elections. By controlling the situation, avoid 

the danger of falling into the hands of parties close client groups 

that fund regularly and that will necessarily seek to push their 

personal agendas to the detriment of values representing the 

political party.   

Conclusions  

Nowadays functional democracies are party democracies. 

Developments in dictatorial countries have showed that 

communism did not survive without political parties, political 

pluralism and the freedom of individual to be chosen and elected.   

However, even acting in a democracy for political parties requires 

the fulfillment of certain norms that distinguishes them in relation 

to the voter. Desired functional party that meets the colourful 

mosaic of democracy is insufficient if stagnates the implementation 

and fulfillment of some basic values such as; ideology, internal 

democracy, finance, openness to new ideas for fair competition 

and democratic competition. Political parties were arising as 

peoples need to articulate common interests in an organized 

manner. So neither one example of the countries is similar to each 

other. Kosovo's political parties were founded in historical-political 

circumstances, primarily in response to the suppression of political 

rights by the Serbian regime, and later as a right of Kosovars to 

build party system that would select the best to rule. Without 

experience, political parties in Kosovo for many scholars were 

developed with the lack of ideology debate, inbound and in society.  
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As such, became puppets of the leaders and narrow interest 

groups without considering the voters.  

 

Due to the ideology, all political parties in Kosovo were 

transformed constantly from one current to the other, as right as 

much as left.  Although three oldest parties, PDK, LDK and AAK 

declare that they belong to the centre-right, within their programs 

they have leftist politics especially in relation to the social issues.  

Lack of ideological profiling and ideology debate has closed the 

parties that operate in the catch-all format, comprehensive that 

aim at maxing of the votes and representation of all classes.  Also, 

the debate among political actors in the absence of ideological 

debate is personalized, often accompanied by an accusing 

discourse who is patriot and who is a traitor.  

 

Another no less important challenge for political parties in Kosovo 

remains financing. Researchers warn the financing should not be 

seen as a problem for the parties and the entire political system 

but a good opportunity to really fix the ways of financing, 

resources and control. Simultaneously enable better representation 

party interest groups anywhere and anytime. On the other hand 

enable the state to control more easily. Although Kosovo has a 

satisfactory legal infrastructure that governs this case, there is still 

much to be done. Most problematic is the lack of declaration of 

funding sources and costs. Supervisory organizations as the 

Central Election Commission has failed to oversee the finances of 

the parties on the basis of studies often associated with crime and 

corruption. Some of the findings and conclusions have to do with 

Kosovo's failure to raise the effectiveness of the law on financing of 

political parties, regulation of the financing of individual candidates, 

the publication of information on party financing and the lack of 

reports of enormous costs during campaigns.  
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